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ABSTRACT
Vriezinga, C.A., 2000. Thermal runaway andInstability inmicrowaveheatedslabs,
cylinders, and spheres, Ph. D. Thesis, Wageningen University, the Netherlands,
144pp., with English and Dutch summary, ISBN 90-5808-206-7
This study analyzes therunaway ofmicrowave (2450MHz) heated slabs, cylinders,
and spheres infree space. Itisshownthatthephenomenoncanbedescribed withan
S-shapedresponse curveof steady-state temperature versusmicrowavepower atany
positionwithinthe sample. Theanalysisdemonstrates thatthedirect influence ofthe
temperature dependent loss factor in the absorption of electromagnetic energy is
canceled by theattenuation constant. Runaway canbeunderstood from thebehavior
ofthewaveswithinthesample.Infoodstuffs thesmalldecreaseofthephaseconstant
with increasing temperature causes resonance at certain temperature, which canbe
considered as the physical origin of runaway. So characteristic dimension of food
sampleshavetobe smaller thana quarter ofthetemperature dependent wavelength
toprevent runaway. Theinvestigationofaslabofaluminademonstratesthatthermal
runaway in ceramics with a dielectric loss factor exponentially increasing with
increasing temperature is caused by the strongly increasing attenuation constant at
hightemperatures. Thismeansthat only relatively thick ceramic objects willnotbe
damaged by the runaway. The physical and mathematical aspects of bistability are
investigated for a system with amicrowave power directly proportional totime.
Keywords: microwaveheating, thermalrunaway, bistability, relaxation oscillations
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Voorwoord
Eenproefschrift kanniettotstand komendoorde inspanning vaneenpersoon
alleen. Er iseenomgevingnodig,dieruimtebiedtaandepromovendusomteonderzoeken (niet al te zeer gehinderd door bestuurlijke perikelen en persoonlijke problemen), er zijn faciliteiten nodig (bijv. computers), er is stimulans nodig, er is
overleg nodig, er is afstemming nodig, enz. Naast deze algemene zaken, van
toepassing op iedereen die een werk verricht, is er de concrete hulp. De promovenduskantijdens zijn onderzoek terechtkomen opvoor hemonbekend terrein, of
hij raakt in gevecht met computer programma's, of hij wordt geconfronteerd met
extreem hogeeisenvanuitgeversvanwetenschappelijke tijdschriften, ofhij komtop
een andere manier vast te zitten. Dan iser concrete hulp nodig.
Talvanmensenhebben inmeerofmindere mateeenbijdrage geleverd inhet
tot stand komen van dit proefschrift. Mijn dank gaat uit naar hen alien, maar de
mensen diedirect betrokken waren bij dit onderzoek, wil ikmet namenoemen.
Omtebeginnen wil ikdebegeleidingscommissie, bestaandeuit Gerard Bot,
Johan Grasman, Wim Jansen en Paul Bartels bedanken. Gerard, bedankt voor het
creeren vande ruimte voor dit onderzoek ineenbestuurlijk zeer turbulente tijd en
ook bedankt voor de vele adviezen op het terrein van de warmtetransport. Johan,
welkeengenoegenwashetomteontdekken datdit onderzoek nauw verwant isaan
eenvanjouw specialiteiten, derelaxatie oscillaties. Bedankt datje debedding ende
stimulanshebtgegevenomdaar ietsmeetedoen. Wim, nestor van de Nederlandse
microgolf wereld, bedankt voorje enthousiasme envoor de wijze waaropje mij in
de internationale wetenschappelijke wereld geintroduceerd hebt. Paul, bedankt voor
je adviezen in relatie tot de praktijk van de microgolf verwarming. Metjou wil ik
ookje beide collega's Eric Torringa enEric Esveld bedanken.
De eigenlijke inhoud van dit proefschrift bestaat voor het merendeel uit
artikelen, gepubliceerd in gerenommeerde wetenschappelijke tijdschriften. Iedere
publicatie isbeoordeeld door een referee. Vaak washet oordeel zeer positief, maar
ookwarener kritischekanttekeningen, diemijdwongenbepaalde stellingenopnieuw
te overwegen en zo nodig te nuanceren. Op internationale congressen werd ik
aangesproken opmijn werk of zocht ikzelf dediscussie op. Deonbekende referees
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en het contact met de buitenlandse vakbroeders gaven mij het klankbord voor dit
onderzoek. Inditverbandwilikdriemensennoemen.DatzijnGregoryKriegsmann,
Lynn Johnson en Barmatz. De gesprekken met hen waren zeer stimulerend en
motiveerden mij omdoor tegaanopde ingeslagen weg.
De volgende persoon, die ik wil noemen, is mijn oud-collega Henk van
Remmen. Samen metjou heb ik de eerste stappen gezet in de microgolf wereld.
Bedankt Henk voorje steun en kameraadschap.
Mijn dank gaat ook uit naar de totale fysica groep, waarin we ondanks de
ogenschijnlijk verschillende onderzoeksgebieden als team opereren. Bedankt Edo
Gerkema, HennieBoshoven, DaneBicanic,WilkovanLoon, IesvanHaneghemen
JoostvanOpheusden. Aanjulliedenk ikbij concretehulpopvelerleigebied. Rachel
vanOoteghem enPaulvanEspelowilikbedankenvoor hunhulp bij het makenvan
mooie plaatjes.
Mijn specialedankgaatuitnaarJosieZeevatvoorhaarvolkomenbelangeloze
correctie vanhetEngels. Mijn eerstepublicatievoor het Journal of Applied Physics
kreeg ik retour met de opmerking:"Very interesting article, but the English needs
improvement". Zonder Josie zou het nog steeds in aanmerking komen voor
improvement.
Tot slotwil ikdegenenbedanken, diemij hetnaaste staan. Inde eersteplaats
wil ikmijn erkenninguitsprekenvoordepositiediemijnvrouw Ytheeft ingenomen,
namelijk naast mij, als een vriend. Ook de kinderen Sjoertje, Evert, Nelleke en
Gerrit wil ik bedanken. Het was geweldig leuk om samen met jullie in de tijd te
reizen, ook algeloofdenjullie er somsniets van. Indeze rij van naastenhorenook
mijn ouders, mijn zusenmijn broer. Zij vertegenwoordigen deomgeving waarinik
ben opgegroeid. Mijn ouders hebben mij de ruimte, de faciliteiten en de stimulans
gegevenomfysica testuderen, uitmondend inditproefschrift. Aanmijn ouders, Yt
ende kinderen draag ikdeze thesisop.

Parts of this thesis have beenpublished in (or submitted to) international scientific
journals or conference proceedings. They appeared as:
Chapter 3: C.A. Vriezinga, Thermal runaway and bistability in microwave heated
isothermal slabs,J. Appl. Phys. 79 (3), 1779(1996)
Chapter 4: C.A. Vriezinga, S. Sanchez-Pedreno G. and J. Grasman, Thermal
runaway inmicrowaveheating:Amathematical analysis, Submitted toAppl.
Math. Mod.
Chapter 5:C.A. Vriezinga, Thermalrunaway inmicrowaveheated isothermalslabs,
cylinders, and spheres, J. Appl. Phys. 83(1), 483 (1997)
Chapter 6: C.A. Vriezinga, Thermal profiles and thermal runaway in microwave
heated slabs, J. Appl. Phys. 85 (7), 3774 (1999)
Chapter 8: C.A. Vriezinga, Thermal runaway in microwave heated slabs of
foodstuffs and ceramics: A comparison, Proceedingsof theInternational
Conference on Microwave and High Frequency Heating, B1.4, 453
(Valencia, Spain, 1999)
Every chapter of this thesishas itsown numbering of formulas, figures andtables.

Chapter1
General introduction
formulation of the problem
Theuseofmicrowaves (frequency 2450MHz)has found itsway intovarious
applications in industry. Perhaps the largest consumer of microwave power is the
foods industry where it is used for cooking, tempering, drying, pasteurization,
sterilization, etc. (Decareau1, Mudgett2). Another application is the joining and
sintering of ceramics (Metaxas3, Sutton4). Both foodstuffs and ceramics have in
common that, within the dynamic range of operation, a slight increase of the
microwavepowercausesthetemperatureoftheirradiated sampletoincreaserapidly.
This istheso-called thermal runaway phenomenon. Because of this foodstuffs and
ceramics mightbecome overheated.
the aim of the investigation
Inthis study thephysical-mathematical modeling of the runaway effect isthe
leading theme. The understanding of this process is still somewhat empirical and
speculativeduetoitshighlynonlinearcharacter. Therefore therunaway effect cannot
be predicted accurately. Insight in the physical origin and the formulation of the
conditions necessary for runaway, could lead to rules to prevent this, sometimes
catastrophic, phenomenon.
Aseconddifficulty associatedwiththeapplicationofmicrowaveheating isthe
nonuniform temperature distribution within the sample, linked totheuneven spatial
dissipation of energy. Also this problem has its roots in the basic physics of the
heating process and is related to the runaway problem. Therefore also the spatial
distribution of energy dissipation hasbeen studied.
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starting-point of the investigation
Thermal runaway, meaning that a slight increase of the applied microwave
power causes the temperature of the irradiated sample to increase rapidly, has first
beenreported inthemicrowave sintering ofceramics (Brodwinetal.5). Thisprocess
especiallyisseriouslyhamperedbythermalrunaway. Kriegsmann6(1992)introduced
the S-shaped response curve of a ceramic slab steady-state temperature versus
microwavepower asaplausible explanation of the observed runaway phenomenon.
At the 4th International Conference on Microwave and High Frequency Heating
(Goteborg, 1993) Stuerga et al.1 and Zahreddine8 demonstrated that the response
curve of an isothermal slab of water could also be S-shaped. Based on this
observation they introduced anew type ofbistability. Heating an isothermal slabof
water with the microwave power directly proportional to time would result in an
instantaneous(l)jumpofthe slabtemperature atacertainmoment. They alsoclaimed
tohave experimental evidence for their statement (Stuerga etal.9). This discovery
drew much attention, because real macroscopic, bistable behavior is a remarkable
phenomenon inphysics. Itjustifies the choice of thetopic for thepresent study.
outline ofthe thesis
Preceding the investigation of thermal runaway a study was made of the
dissipated energy within an microwave irradiated object. This work was done in
cooperation with the Agrotechnological Research Institute (ATO, Wageningen). It
has led to an approximation in the form of a model from geometric optics with
multiple reflections and interference of beams (Van Remmen and Vriezinga10).
Knowledge of the interaction of electromagnetic waves with slabs, cylinders and
spheres, including the implementation of equations in computer programs, was
necessary for thecomparison of the approximation with the exact solution based on
Maxwell's equations. The theory on themicrowave heating of slabs, cylinders and
spheres ispresented in Chapter 2.
For a better understanding of the concept of bistability (as introduced by
Stuerga etal.1)a thorough analysis of amicrowave heated isothermal slab ofwater
isnecessary. This analysis canbefound in Chapter3. Besides thebistability incase
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of a time-dependent power, the physical origin of runaway and the possibilities of
avoiding runaway are investigated.
Theexperimental evidence ofInstability, which shows a notable curve ofthe
• slab temperature versus time, including a (not instantaneous) jump, needs a
theoretical foundation. In cooperation with mathematicians of Wageningen and
Murcia University (Spain), this theoretical foundation has been developed and
discussed. This mathematical analysis isformulated in Chapter 4.
Themicrowaveheated isothermal slabcanbedescribed byarelatively simple
one-dimensional model. The next question is: Are the principles based on such a
simple model also applicable to other objects than the slab? This is the subject of
Chapter5, whichanalyzesthemicrowaveheating of isothermal slabs, cylinders and
spheres of water. The aim of this article is to investigate how the geometry of the
irradiated object influences runaway. The physics and mathematics of irradiated
cylinders and spheresarerather sizeable. Wherenecessary reference hasbeenmade
to Chapter 2.
Sofar isothermal objects havebeeninvestigated withrespecttorunaway. The
next step inthis investigation istheanalysisofreal nonisothermal microwaveheated
samples. By doing so the other problem of microwave heating (the uneven spatial
dissipationof energy withinthesample)becomespart ofthe investigation. Thenonisothermal slab of water is discussed in Chapter 6. Besides the description of the
runawayphenomena, itcontainsacomparisonoftemperatureprofiles calculatedwith
a temperature dependent and atemperature independent permittivity.
In addition to Kriegsmann6 the nonisothermal ceramic slab is analyzed in
Chapter 7. The aim of this investigation is to find the physical origin of thermal
runaway in the case of ceramics and tounderstand why the isothermal approach of
Kriegsmann in his explanation of runaway is justified. Also the influence of
resonance within the slabhas been studied.
Asremarked inthebeginning of this introduction, thephysics of microwave
heated foodstuffs andceramicsarerather similar. Therefore therunawayphenomena
of both kind of materials have many aspects in common. A comparison of the
thermal runaway phenomena offoodstuffs and ceramics canbe found in Chapter 8.

Chapter 1
General conclusions arepresented at the end of this thesis in Chapter9.
Thephysical-mathematical modeling oftherunaway effect and itsconsequences are reported inthe articles (Ch.3-Ch.8)and in the general conclusions (Ch.9).
The theory of microwave heating (Ch.2)hasbeen written to account for thepower
formulas, which are used in the articles. Therefore this chapter contains a brief
introduction to the electromagnetic description of the microwave heating process,
starting with Maxwell's equations and ending atthe waveequation and the general
relation for the absorbed power (Section 2.1-2.4). For the calculation of the
temperature theabsorbed powerhastobecombined with theheatconduction theory
(Section2.10). The reader who is familiar with the general theory of microwave
heatingcaneasily skipover Chapter2,after takingnoticeofSection 2.5, becausethe
notation inthis thesisdiffers from theconventional one.
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Chapter 2
Theory ofmicrowave heating
2.1. INTRODUCTION
The microwave heating of dielectrics is caused by the interaction of the
electromagnetic waveswithpermanentandinduced dipolesoftheirradiated sample.
The free charges (free electrons, ionsetc.) areresponsible for anadditional heating.
Theoscillating electromagneticfieldcausesalternating currents of the free charges,
which yields ohmicheating. The interaction of thefieldand the dipoles alsocauses
alternating currents,butthemechanism isdifferent. The oscillating field rotates the
dipoles. It is possible to describe the interaction of an electromagnetic field and
molecules in terms of adamped harmonic oscillator (Feynman1). Using this model
the "friction" intherotationofthedipolescanberegarded astheoriginof dielectric
heating.
Itisnotnecessary todescribe thedetails of this interaction. Inthis thesisthe
absorption ofelectromagnetic energy isexpressed by aknown complex permittivity
or complexdielectric constant. Theimaginary partof thedielectric constant, thesocalled dielectric loss factor, expresses the fact that the dielectric absorbs
electromagnetic energy. Bytheintroduction ofthecomplexpermittivity itispossible
todescribe the absorption of electromagnetic energy with Maxwell's equations and
the Pointing vector in the complex formulation. Maxwell's equations contain the
charge andcurrent density ofthe free charges. The current density becomespartof
thecomplexpermittivity. The loss factor expresses thedielectric heating aswell as
the ohmic heating. The impact of the free charges does not vanish in the
electromagnetic boundary conditions. There will be surface charges and surface
currents. Theanalytical description of such a system (amixture of a dielectric and
conductor) ispossible, but inthischapter the theory is limited topure dielectrics. It
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isassumed nofreecharges are present.
Thetemperature oftheirradiated sampleincreasesduringtheheatingprocess.
This is described by Fourier's differential equation, where the source term
corresponds to the absorbed electromagnetic energy. The problem of microwave
heating isto find simultaneous solutions of electromagnetic and thermal equations.
Ananalytical solution ishardlypossible, becauseof theuneven spatial absorptionof
energy andbecause thepermittivitydependsontemperature. However formula's are
needed for a better understanding of the heating process. For this reason the
calculations in this chapter are limited to isothermal objects, where an analytical
description of the absorbed power is possible. These solutions, combined with a
numerical analysis, yield sufficient insight inthemicrowave heating process.
Thischapter startswith Maxwell's equations andthe Pointing vector (section
2.2-2.4). The electromagnetic wave equation and the general expression for the
absorbed power are developed. Thegeneral theory canbefound inmany textbooks
(e.g. Stratton2, Bloketal}, Reitz etal.4). Abrief description of this theory, applied
toan isothermal slab is found inAyappa etal.5
Thepowerformula's for theisothermalslabaredeveloped insection2.6.The
electromagnetic waves and the formula for the absorbed power in an isothermal
cylinder (irradiated intwodifferent ways)aredescribed inthenexttwosections2.7.
and 2.8. Thepower formula for the isothermal sphere isdeveloped in section 2.9.
Thegeneral theory ofelectromagnetic waves incylinders and spheres wasdeducted
from Panofski etal.6 and Stratton2.
Section 2.10. briefly outlines the heat conduction of the microwave heated
sample, based on6zi§ik7.
The power formula's are complicated and interpreting them in physical
processes isdifficult. Therefore, these formula's are simplified. This isthe subject
of section 2.11 of this chapter. The theorems about the special functions are from
Spiegel8.
Finally alist of symbols for this chapter isgiven.

Theory of microwave

heating

2.2. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
Microwave heating is a macroscopic phenomenon. The theory of classical
electrodynamicsprovidesthebestwaydescribing thisprocess. Maxwell'sequations:

- .
dDr
.
+
V*ff = —^ Jr

(1)

at

Supplied with compatibility equations
V-D = p

(3)

V-B = 0

<4>

where £ r and i / r are the electric and magnetic fields, Dr electric displacement, Br
magnetic induction, p r and Jr are the charge density and current flux ofthe external
charges (the free charges).
In the case of linear, non-instantaneously reacting materials D r , Br and Jr obey
an equation ofthe form
Qr(t,T) = f R(t',T)

Er(t-t<)

dt'

where R(t',T) isa response function characteristic of the quantity D r , Br or /, and the
material atthe temperature T. The temperature isan external parameter, depending
on position and time during the dielectric heating process, but iskept constant in this
definition of linear medium. Let us consider the electric displacement to illustrate the
mathematical description of the dielectric heating process. In accordance with

(5)
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equation (5) wehave
(6)

Dr{r,t) = f[e0b(t) + %(r,t)] Er(r,t-t') dt'

where e0isthepermittivity invacuum and % the (temperature dependent) response
function. Assuming theelectric field isturned onatt=0, equation (6) becomes
(7)

Dr{r,t) = e0Er(r,t) + fx(.r,t) Er(r,t-t) dt'

Weare interested inthe response of materials toradiation of aparticular (angular)
frequency w. The complex electric and magnetic field E and H are introduced
according to:
Er(r,t) = Re(i(f)e-"°')

and

Hr(r,t) = Re(H(f)e10")

(8)

Alternatively eml canbeused toexpress the timedependence.
Manydielectricheatingprocesses (e.g. Debeye's dipolar lossprocess) canbe
described by rotating dipoles returning to their equilibrium according to an
exponential decay law. Thisprocess isexpressed by the response function.
X(r,t',T)

-ae-^

(9)

whereaandthemolecular relaxation time x depends on temperature at theposition
oftheelectricfield. Substituting thedecaylaw in(7)andusingcomplexfields,yields

i

D(r)e -** = e0E(r)e "'"' + fae ,'he,u"'E(r)e ~iu" dt'

(10)
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D(r) = e 0 £(r) + - ^ 1 -e'"'e ' r t )£(r)

Q n

When Tis small compared to t, thetime dependence disappears and we areableto
introduce a complex permittivity e.

D(r) =eE(r) = e„(l+

K

-)E(r)

'

1 -f'G)T

Thus, the complex dielectric constant K=e/e0 canbe writtenas

K

= K»

+

-r—

(13)

1-/COT

where K0 (K„) is the dielectric constant at frequency 0 (°°). This expression
corresponds to the formula of the dielectric constant for water. See eq.(2.5) in
chapter4. The(1+ia>x) ineq.(2.5) iscausedbythee,at choiceineq.(8) for thetime
dependence of the fields.
Thisexample illustrates thefrequency dependence and the complex character
of the permittivity, and the fact that many materials react instantaneously in
microwave heating processes. For linear, isotropic and instantaneously reacting
materials the following constitutive relations apply.
D =e i

B = \iH

J =oE

(14)

where eisthepermittivity, \ithepermeability, and atheelectric conductivity ofthe
free chargeswithinthemedium. Thesequantitiesaretemperature dependent. During
themicrowave heating process the temperature will change (inthe case of runaway
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veryrapidly). Therefore D, BandJaretimedependent. "Thechangeintemperature
acts as an extra generator of fields". In the complex formulation Maxwell's and
compatibility equations read
V x i =iu>\inH

(15)

V x H = -ioiEnE

( 16 )

V-D - p

<17)

V-fi = o

( 18 )

with
Vn=ll+-^L

and

O dr

e =e+

n

— +~r
O)

(19>

G) df

With the condition of electro neutrality of thematerials considered [which implies
V(V-£)=0] eq.(16)canbe inserted ineq.(15) to obtain the classical wave equation
V2^ + k2E =0
where

k2= o>2 finen

(20)
(21)

k is called the complex wave number or propagation constant (in this thesis). The
mainproblem inmicrowave heating isfinding the solution of eq.(20).
Thecomplexpermittivity isusually written as the sum or thedifference ofa
real part e' and an imaginary part e", where e' and e" arepositive numbers.
e = z' ± it"
10

(22)
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In this section we have to choose the sum to express the lossy character of the
dielectric. Let us neglect the (dzldt)=(dtldT) (dT/dt) term in eq.(19) and assume that
the electric conductivity o is a real number, then eq.(16) can be written as

V x H = (-/we + a)E = -iuz'i

+ (coe" + o)E

(23)

Thus, by choosing the plus sign in eq.(22) the dielectric conductivity o is increased
by the dipolar relaxation QE", expressing the extra absorption of electromagnetic
energy. By choosing the e,at in eq.(8) for the time dependence of the fields, one is
forced to choose the minus sign in eq.(22) to express the lossy character of the
dielectric.
2.3. POWER DISSIPATION
The power flux associated with a propagating electromagnetic wave is represented
by the Pointing vector 5. The time average flux for harmonic fields is given by
<S> = -[(E*H*)
4

+ (E**H)]

(24)

The average power dissipated per unit volume is
D = -V-<S>

(25)

Inserting Maxwell's equations (15) and (16) in (24) and (25), yields
D = —[(£ * - e ) | £ | 2 + (u * - u )\H\2]
4

(26)

Writing e„and fx,n as the sum of a real and imaginary part
I

e = e + it

.

II

.

and

I

u = u + JU

.

II

/O-TN

(II)

11
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gives thegeneral expression for theabsorbed power per unit volume
D = - c o f e ^ i l 2 + u"|#| 2 ]
2

(28)

The e'"' convention in eq.(8) yields eq.(26) multiplied by a minus sign, but the
convention obligestochooseeq.(27) withminus signs instead ofplus signs, andthe
result (28) isthesame.
2.4. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
Infood systems, aswellasinceramics, thepermeability \i iswell approximated by
its value fiQ in vacuum. This means that the magnetic part in the expression of the
absorbed power (28) disappears. It is also assumed that there are no free charges.
This studydescribes thebehavior ofpuredielectrics. Theoscillating electromagnetic
field rotates the permanent and induced dipoles of the material specimen. The
specific character ofthisprocess isexpressed by thecomplex permittivity e. This8
depends on the temperature of the irradiated object. Because the temperature
increaseswithincreasingtimeduring theheatingprocess, thetimedependenceofthe
permittivityhastobetakenintoaccount. Investigationshaveshownthatthe influence
of the term d(ie)/d(o}t) of eq.(19) can be neglected (see chapter 6). With these
considerations themain equations of theheating process reduce to
V2^ + k2E = 0

(29)

k2 =o>2n0e
D = -ue"\E\2
2

(30)
= -(X>E.K"\E\2
2 o i l

The permittivity is usually replaced by the dielectric constant K, which equals the
permittivity divided by thepermittivity of vacuum e0. The dielectric loss factor K"
12
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istheimaginary part ofthedielectric constant. Representing thedielectricproperties
of materials in tabulating the values of K' and K"is customary. The propagation
constantk is represented as acomplex quantity
k = a +j'P

(32)

wherethephaseconstant (orreal wavenumber) a and the attenuation constant Pare
related tothedielectric properties of themedium and frequency of radiationby

a =—

P= °

K' (]/l+tan26 + 1)

(33)

K' (v'l +tan25 - 1)

(34)

N

N

(35)

tan 5

where c (=1/^^

fiQ) is the speed of light, so wlc is the propagation constant in

vacuum. The use of a and P, instead of K' and K", gives more insight in the
microwave heating process.
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2.5. ABOUT THE NOTATION
The notation used in this thesis differs from the conventional one. Therefore a
comparison is given.
This thesis

Conventional

Er = Re (E e""")

Er = Re (£ e + ' u ')

V 2 ^ + k2E =0

V*£ - y2E = 0
Y = propagation constant

^ = propagation constant

y = a + j'P

k = a + J'P

a = attenuation constant
P = phase constant
Y = -Q 2 (e

a = phase constant
6 = attenuation constant
or(e + — ) u

)u

G)

CO

e = permittivity
, i

• >k

e = e 0 (e r - / e r )

e./ - ie. //
e = relative permittivity
er = dielectric constant
e. = loss factor

e = permittivity
e = z! + / e "
K =

K'

+ JK W

K = complex dielectric constant
K' = dielectric constant
K" = loss factor

Many authors leave out the subscript r in the conventional symbols for dielectric
constant and loss factor.
Most of the calculations in this thesis are expressed in terms of the phase and
attenuation constant, so by changing the meaning of a and p compared to the
conventional meaning, this thesis can easily be read.
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2.6. THE POWER FORMULA OF A SLAB
Consider a slab in free space, irradiated from one side by microwave radiation. The
wave is a plane, harmonic one and impinges normally upon the material (Fig.l).

E
Plane p-wave

air

Figure 1. Aslab, being irradiated from one side, inan echofree cavity.
It is assumed that the slab is isothermal continuously. The field equation (29)
becomes a one-dimensional differential equation.
d2E
dx

J

+ k2E = 0

(36)

with the solution
El =Axeik'x

+ Bxe~ik'x

(37)

E2 = A2e "» + B2e

(38)

Ez = A3e

(39)

The subscript 1refers to the space where the microwave source has been located, the
subscript 2 belongs to the irradiated slab, and 3 refers to the free space at the rear
side of the slab. The integration constants follow from the electromagnetic boundary
15
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conditions.
d£, dE2
=
at x=0 and
dx dx

E1=E2 ;

^2=E3 ;

dE2 d£3
=
at x=L
dx dx

(40)

ThethicknessoftheslabisL. Introducing thereflection andtransmission coefficient
Rn andTl2 according to,

a

p
K

- *' * 2

n -\- IKBn\e \, «

~,

T

fcj +k2

iz
y \*
n ~- I\T
i2 |e " -

'•

lT

Ul

(41)

kx +k2

makes itpossible to write the electric field within themedium as
i k, x

E2 - Tn 1

2 i k, L

„

-f!L!

-i k, x

'

(42)

Ax

Adding the waves, going back and forwards within the slab, gives the same result.
The sumofall thewaves isa simple arimethic sum. Thepower flux of the incident
wave (the microwavepower) Pequals
P =- c e„ A2
0"1
2

(43)

Theabsorbed power asa function of thepositionx within the slab is
2
2
^-ili>
\.-^*^.n„
r _ i „ ...A w+l\R,.\
p 2v.-***.
, e ..^-2\R,
^cos(2a,L-2a,x+b,,)
e v*e **
7\e
12
2
2
12
12

o „
D = P-K'\T,* 2

c

Ix

I2
12 I

'

'

'

'

l-2|JR12|2e"2P2icos(2a2Z+2612)+|/e i2 | 4 e" lp2i
(44)
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Integration over the slabyields thetotal amount of absorbed power
D

,„, =
tot

P

K

—

?

\

2

T

X

M\

I 12 I

-n

c

2P,
(45>

4P

(l-e~ 2Pl£ ) (l+|/f 12 | 2 e" 2P2i ) - —|^212 |e" 2p2i sin(a 2 I)cos(a 2 I+8 12 )
«2

2

P2

1-2|/J12| e

cos(2a2I+2512)+|^ 12 | 4 e" 4P2t

Incaseofa slab, irradiated from twosides symmetrically (at the surface of the slab
the incident waves are inphase), the samekind of calculation yields

D

= P * K" |r 12 | 2
(46)

[1 -2\Rn\e " p2i cos(a 2 i+8 12 ) + |/i 12 | 2 e ~2^][e ~2^+e '^^'"Kle
1 -2\Ru\2e

~Pjicosa2(L-2x)]

^cos(2a2L+26n) +\Rn\4e

and
_

_

(x>

II

i_

12

1

D

,o, = P ~ K2 l^ial 7 c
[J,

x

(47)

[1 -2\R„\e "p2icos(a2I+512)+|J?12|2e~2p2i] [1 -e " 2 p 2 i +J- 2 e ^sin(a 2 I)]
K

2

l-2|/?12| e"

2P2L

2

4

cos(2a2I+2512)+|JR12| e"4P2i

Becauseofthesymmetry thereisalwaysahot spotatthecenter ofthenonisothermal
slab.
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2.7. THEPOWER FORMULA OFACYLINDER (A)
Consider an isothermal cylinder in free space, irradiated from one sideby aplane,
harmonic wave. The electric field vector Ez of the incident field is parallel to the
central symmetry axis of the cylinder, while itpropagates along thex-axis (Fig.2).

Figure2.Acylinder, beingirradiatedbyaplane(Ez, Hy) wave from oneside,in an
echofreecavity.
Expressing thewave equation (29) inpolar coordinates rand (J)is convenient.
2
1dE

r2 dp

d2E

dr:

i dE

~-± + i ^ - i +k2 E = 0
dr

(48)

Substituting Ez(x,y) = R(r) $((()) splits thewave equation intwo other equations
2
d 2 $ + « .2,
$ =0
2
d(j>

with the solution <I>=c em(,> + <dt> e4 -

(49)
/ / p-'"<t>

where«=0, ± 1 , ±2,... ,because <E>((j)) = 0(<P+2TT).
The second equation isthedifferential equation of Bessel.
18
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so

k2r2-^+ kr—
+ ( * V - n2)R = 0
2
d(*r)
d(*r)

,5n

J?(AT) = A J„ (kr) + BN„ (kr)

(52)

^1;

where J„ is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, and N„ is the Bessel
function of the second kind (Neumann's or Weber's function).
The incident field equals Ax e,kx. Using thegenerating function forJn
x(»--)/2

e

< 53 >

E-w"

'

the incidentfieldbecomes
AxeiKx

=Alelkirm*

( 54 >

=^ E ^. (*, O (0"*'" *

Thescatteredfieldshouldreade'kr/V(r) for largevaluesofr.Therefore, thescattered
fieldiswritten as

• =-'»

whereHn=Jn + iNn istheHankel function of the first kind.
The total field outside the cylinder isthe sumof the incident and scatteredfield.
E

™= *, E WW (0"e"* +A, E «.# (V> «"*

< 56 >
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BecausetheNeumannfunction becomes-°°for r- 0 , thisfunction shouldbedropped
inthedescription of the field within the cylinder.

* . m ^ , E c.'.(V>« < "*

(57)

At the surface of the cylinder onehas the conditions
£C»=£<»

.

*<»=*<»

; H™=H*>

(58)

where
I dE
iu\i0Hr = — —
r o(p

dE
~i<^i0H^ = — or

and

(59)

Applying theseboundary conditions, generates theanand cn.
=

c

-=

[*, JJikjR) jfaR)

- k2Jn(ktR) •/>,*)] (/)"

;

;

(60)

(61)

*, Jn{k2R) #,(*,*) -1, ./„(*,*) #„(*,*)
Theradiusof the cylinder isR. Theprimerefers tothederivative withrespecttokxr
ork2r.The numerator of cncanbe simplified by using recurrence formulas.
-.n+l

2 (0"
71 R [ k2 j'n{k2R) Hn{k,R)

- t , ./,(*,*) #„'(*,*) ]

According toeq.(31) theabsorbed power as function of theposition (r,(t>)is
20
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D- \ ^ X IE^.(V)«'"*I2

(63)

For thetotal amountofabsorbed power onehas
1

„~J'A*

271

R

r

f I T .

+,

(64>

r/i_x-M>|2 _ J A J . -

*=0 r=0

1

// . 2

-we^^, 2 2u r [ |cj 2 |y0(V)l2 + 2El c J 2 k.(V)l2 i r d r
2

and
| K ( * j r ) | 2 '•d'* =
•=o
r=0
k2RJn*(k2R)J^k2R) - k*RJn(k2R) j'n\k2R)

<65)

_

-4 i a2 p2
P2 RRe{J*nj'n)+«2 * /mC/.V.')
- 2 cc2 P 2

and Ic_12
4/(Ttz/Jz)

(66)

| M ' l 2 K I2 + kl\j\2\H'\2 - k.{k,j'HJ*H'* +
l L Ri

i

Rl

l

l

B

l

l

B

l

1x

Z

fl

II

R

B

KJ'*H*JH'')
Z

R

H

R

R

'
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2.8. THEPOWER FORMULA OFACYLINDER (B)
This section describes the irradiation of the cylinder by aplane, harmonic wave
(Ey,Hz) instead ofthe wave(Ez,Hy)asformulated above (Fig.3).

Figure3.Acylinder, being irradiated byaplane(Ey,Hz)wave from oneside, inan
echofree cavity.
Thismeansthattheroleoftheelectric andmagnetic componentshasbeen changed.
On theanalogy tothe former calculations themagnetic field will be

*. } = A« £ '.(v> (0"•'•• + 4 , E «. *.(V> e'n*

(67)

H? =AH E

(68)

caJn(k2r)e'"

where AH is the amplitude of the magnetic component of the incident field. The
boundary conditions read
Hm = H™

22
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X dH
-icocE =
r

dH
' " e £ A = —'*
8r

and
r 3(j)

(70)

These conditions yield
[k2 Jn(k2R) jfaR)
kx HfaR)

cn =

k2 [jfcR)

- *, JfaR)

JfaR)

J&2R)] (i)"

- k2 Jn(k2R)

#„(*,*) - JJjkf)

(71)

HfcR)

/ / > , * ) ] (/)•

(72)

t , • / > , * ) #.(*,*) - k2 Jn(k2R) # > , * )

or
- 2 * 2 (/)" +1
', =

;

;

Tit,* [ k^k^H^R)

- k^k^H^R)

(73)

]

According to eq.(31) the absorbed power equals

D - -coe 0 K 2 ( \Ex | + | £ r | )

(74)

In polar coordinates

n

1

//

1

D = —OJE.K,

2

°

dH
fl

(

co 2 |e 2 | 2

,1^(2)|2,

^l2
r +

9r '

r )

(75)
v

'

r d(|)

Using recurrence formulas for Bessel functions this can be written as
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i

lib \2A2

2

co2|eJ2
41

[ I V .

+

E

C

(76)

. C - i -J r . + i) cos(«<f))|2 + | J > , (•/,.,+•/,_,) sin(«<j>)|2 ]
B=l

The incidentwave isaplane, harmonic one. Thismeans thatAH2 =e0 A^IHQ ,where
Ax isthe amplitudeofthe electric component Eyofthe incident field. With eq.(30)
the factor of(75) before thebrackets becomes
l

I a)e0< A

-

(77)

Integrated over(J)
1

// . 2 1

2

r=0

lK2l

(78)

"=1

4|*2|2/(7T2*2*2)

2+ 2

2

2

iVJV.'l *, k'l l*J "M^'.VX* -V.'X'X)

The integral overrisknown, see eq. (65).
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2.9. T H E P O W E R F O R M U L A O F A SPHERE
An isothermal sphere isirradiated from one side bya plane harmonic wave in free
space (Fig.4).

^

z

2R
Figure 4. Asphere,being irradiated byaplane(Ex ,Hy) wave from oneside, inan
echofree cavity.
In spherical coordinates (r,Q,$) the wave equation reads
1 a . 2 3£\
—-H'—)
dr
r*dr

1 a , . r,dE
i
d2E
(
s
i
n
6
—
)
+
+ k2E = 0
2
2
2
2
36
r sin 6d<b
r sin6 36

(80)

This isavector equation. The solution for onecomponent i|roftheelectricfield(the
scalarequation)iswellknown. Thesubstitution\^=J{r)7(6,<J)), where y=$((|)) 7(6),
generates three other equations. The first one istheBessel equation
; 2 i ! £ + X*E_ + [x2
2

dx

dx

_ / ( /+1 ) _Ij

= 0

4

(81)

wherex=kr andf=g/V(kr). Sof(r) equalsZl+Vl{kr) /V(kr),whereZl+l/i refers tothe
Bessel, Neumann orHankel function oforder l+Vi. The second equation reads
d2$
dc|>2

+ OT2$ = 0

(82)
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with thesolution 0=a cos(m<$>)+b sin(/w<j))andm=0,±l,+2,...The third equation
isLegendre's associated differential equation.
2. d2T
( 1 - x ' ) ^ - - 2x— +[1(1+1)
dx2
dx

m -] T = 0
1 -x'

(83)

wherex=cos(0). The solution isacombinationoftheassociated Legendre functions
of the first (/>/")and second (<2/*)kind. Summarizing
(84)

Thefunction Y,m isthe sphericalharmonic oforder (l,m) ;/isapositive integer and
m=l, l-l, 1-2, ...,-/. IfI|J isasolution of the scalar equation, then Vi|;and
r x Vx|f are solutions of thevector equation. Applying this theorem, results intwo
setofequations: the electric and magnetic multipole fields. The electric multipole
fields(E-type) are

Er =ELllz^Y^Qd)

;

Ee = I-l [ r Z ; ( f e . ) ] A [ r / '» ( 0 > ( t, ) ]
r Ar

7

=

tm

d

30
(85)

•[rrjCb-Myfce,*) ; Hr = 0

r sin0 dr
£ Am
^ H sino

26
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The magnetic multipole fields (M-type)are
E. =0

; Ee = - ^ - 2pr) r,"(6,<|»
sinU

%=-ikzfkr) j-[Y?$m

: Hr = ^

"e=

H.<t>

^ H r dr

1 !^z{kr)
fx r

T,m{B.to

(86)

do

£

*" -^-[«J(*r)]7l"(e,<|))
H r sin 6 dr

\

where
zfkr)
\ 2kr

(87)

ZMn{kr)

Introducing even and odd functions is customary. The even function has a factor
cos(mc|)), while theodd function contains a factor sin(mcj)). The aim is to write the
incident, scattered andtransmitted field intermsofthemultipole fields. Theincident
field isaplaneharmonic wave(Ex, Hy), propagating inthedirection of the +z-axis.
Ex = Axe

it,;
,z

ix = Axe '

iJfcjr cos6

(sin0 coscp ir + cos0 coscj) iQ - sin(|) z\)

(88)

with theproperty
«"•""" = E ' ' ( 2 /

+

1) j/ik^PfrosQ)

(89)

/=i

Comparing (88), (89), and the corresponding expressions for H , to the multipole
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fields, results in
Ex = A, J2^1LlL

[ £ ( / , i ; odd) +4 ( / , l ; e v e n ) ]
(90)

H =-.* £ ^ 1 - i i l l I £ * ( / . ! ; odd) + jy B (/,l;even) ]
/=! *, /(/+1)
The zt(kr) corresponds totheBessel functionj,(kr) inthis expansion.
The scattered field should bedescribed with theHankel function, because for large
r we have

h,(kr) = j,(kr) +iit,(kr) = (-/) , + I —

(91)
kr

Corresponding reasoning yields thescattered field.

V ^ E V -^T-[«/4c l •• o d d > + */ 4 c ! ; even> i
, =1 *,

(92)

/ ( / + 1)

together with thecorresponding formula forHs. The field outside thesphere isthe
sum of the incident andscattered field. The field within thesphere reads
£ ( 2 ) = i , E — ^-^~
I c, 4 C . 1; odd) + d, 4 / , 1; even) ]
z=i *, /(/+1)
Hm =-AxYl—

i=i k.

In spherical components

28
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— bn Jn +m(kir)
2k2r

\
^E«"
A

'8

2»+l

" °!. } C0S 4>
d(cos0)

7H

Sin0

(W)

dP (cos0)

2k2r

B=l

dP (C

[ an

J

.*inW

d(cos0)
(95)

n+1

dP (cos8)

t2r

do

2n +l

W

** ^,E'"
„=i
«(n +l ) >

7T;

dP (COS0)

d0

2/fc2r

(96)
+/

n +1

d.P,(cOS0)

* . < -7— ^ + i/2(V) - - W V ) > .

V

„. 1 sin(t>
d(cos0)

where Pn are the Legendre polynomials and Pnl correspond to the associated
Legendre functions of the first kind.

Atthe surface of the sphere onehas the following boundary conditions.
O) ^ pO) _ £?(2) , £?P)

£ 1 ' + £ " ' = E. <t>

„o>

=

Hm

^e

(97)

< + <> = < + *?

The coefficients a„ and bncanbe found by applying these conditions.
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an = *lV/*,*2 [Jtt+m{kxR) # + 3 / 2 (M> - H^ik.R)
[^ 1

(n +l)

Jn+m(ktR) ]/
(98)

Jn+m{k2R) Hn+m(klR) -

K

~ k2 Jn^klR)

H

n.mW>

+ k

l Jn+mW)

Hn+m{k,R) ]

bn = k{Sjkxk, [Jn+m{kxR) Hn+m(klR) - Hn^(k.R) Jn+in(klR) ]/
K~k.
[ J^± (l-n) Jn+m(k2R) Hn+m(klR) -

(99)

K

~ kA

J

kR

n^

,)

H

R

n,miK

)

+

*,*2 Jn.m(k2*) H^k.R)

]

whereR istheradius of the sphere. The numerator ofanand bncanbewrittenas
-2i(kl k2)Vi17i R (applying the recurrence formulas for Bessel functions).
Theabsorbed power is
D =I co e0 < (\Ef
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+
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2.10. THEHEAT CONDUCTION
Theabsorbed powerD isthesourceterminFourier's differential equation (the heat
balance or heat conduction equation).
pC

ar(r,
p

° =V-(KVr(r,0) +D(r,T)

(101)

dt

where p is the material density, Cp is the specific heat capacity, K is the thermal
conductivity, and Tis the temperature, depending onposition and time.
We write anenergy balance for theboundary surface 5,as
-*, | I |

= k{T\ - Ta) + em, o (T* \ - T*a)

(102)

wheredldntdenotesdifferentiation along theoutward-drawn normal at theboundary
surface 5,.Thesymbolhtistheheattransfer coefficient related totheconvectiveheat
loss. Theradiativeheatloss isexpressed bythesecondpart oftheequation withemi
theemissivity of the surface, and o the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Ta, theambient
temperature, equals the initial temperature of the sample at t=0.
The slab isdescribed with aone-dimensional model.
p c
p

K

dTOcJl _ ±{K
dt
dx

dT0cA)
dx

+ D{%)

H = h(T - Ta) + em a (7"4 - T*)
dx

-K — =h(T - Ta) +em a (T 4 - T*)
dx

(103)

, x=0
(104)
,x=L
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The thermal boundary conditions (102) are parts of the heat balance in case of
isothermal objects. For an isothermal slab one reads
= -2h(T-Ta) - lem a{TA - T*) + DM

P C L-^-

(105)

at

The isothermal cylinder
p c nR2-^-

= -2nR[h(T-Ta)

+ em o(TA - T*)] + DM

(106)

at

The isothermal sphere
p C -TiR3—
= -4nR2[h(T-TJ
" 3
dr

+ em a(T*- T 4 )] + Dti

The total ammount of absorbed power for an isothermal slab Dlot (45) equals the
microwave power P times an absorption function D,. In chapter 3and 4 the effect
ofatimedependentmicrowavepowerP(t)isstudied, whereD,oliswrittenas P(f)D,.
It shouldbeemphasized thatthisisonly correct, ifP{f)isa slowly varying function
compared to the 2450 MHz oscillations of theelectromagnetic field.
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2.11. APPROXIMATIONS OFPOWER FORMULA' S
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The equations of the total amount of the absorbed power are complicated and
interpreting them in physical processes is difficult. A simplification of the formulas
is necessary. This is done for two material specimens: Water (as an example of a
foodstuff) and alumina (A1203, as an example of a ceramic). The dielectric properties
are shown in fig. 5 and fig. 6.
THE SLAB
The simplification of eq.(45) is easy. For both materials 5 12 is about -n. Neglecting
small terms
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THE CYLINDER
The equations for the total amount of absorbed power for the (A)-cylinder (64), (65),
and (66), have been formulated in terms of Bessel and Hankel functions. These are
difficult to interpret. Therefore, these functions are replaced by sine and cosine
functions. For x is large, we have
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The x equals k{r (kx= 51.3 m"1) or k2r (for water k2~ 430 m"1, for alumina k2~ 162
m"1). The application of these theorems generates
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Neglect the factor exp(-4p2i?) in the denominator of (112) and use 812 = -n.
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Itcanbe demonstrated that
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where k. < \k,\ and P, < a.
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Theterms inthis serieshaveequalweight. Intheoriginal expression (64) theterms
decrease with increasing order, where n islarge. Which terms onehas totake into
account, depends on the radius R. For very thick cylinders (R> 10cm) the zero
order term of (116) is enough. For cylinders with a radius between 0.5 and 10cm
a very good approximation (compared to the numerical analysis) has been achieved
by thecombination of the first and second order term. Neglecting the small factors
inthis sum, results in
water
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whereL isthediameter of thecylinder. Theapproximation ofalumina (118)isquite
rough, butthis isdonetoemphasize thedifference in thephysical origin of thermal
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runaway inwater and alumina. Thedevelopment ofeq. (78)and (79)ofthecylinder
(B) in sine and cosine functions isaccordingly. The result isthe same.
THE SPHERE
The integration of (100) over the volume of the sphere, with the approximation
(110), yields two kinds of terms.
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The numerators of |a„|2 and \b„\2 are proportional to 4fc,|&2|/(Tu R 2 ) 2while the
denominators arecomplicated expressions withBesselandHankelfunctions. Seeeq.
(98) and (99) for thedefinition of numerator and denominator. Thismeans
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Inthefirstapproximation theDm istemperature independent, because K / isdivided
by B2(See fig.5 and fig.6). The factor exp(2P2/?)becomes part of the denominator
ofanandbninthe same way ashasbeen done to the slab and the cylinder.
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2.12. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Whenever the description refers to electric ormagnetic field, the complex amplitude
of the field is meant. Real fields are discerned from the complex fields bythe
addition real.
symbol

description

unit

introduced
in section

A

integration constant inR(kr)

Ax

real amplitude ofincident electric field

2.7
V/m

2.6

component
A2, Al

integration constants in field expressions

AH

real amplitude ofincident magnetic field

2.6
A/m

2.8

component
a

integration constant

2.2

a

integration constant in$(4)) of sphere

2.9

at

coefficient inthe sum ofthe scattered

2.9

electric field ofthe sphere
an

coefficient inthe sum ofthe scattered

2.7

electric field component ofthe cylinder
an

coefficient inthe sum ofthe scattered

2.8

magnetic field component ofthe cylinder
a„

coefficient inthe sum ofthe electric field

2.9

components within the sphere
B

integration constant inR(kr)

Bl,B2, B3

integration constants infield expressions

B

complex amplitude ofmagnetic induction

Br

real magnetic induction

b

integration constant in<&((j)) of sphere

b,

coefficient in the sumof the scattered

2.7
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.9
2.9

electricfieldof the sphere
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bn

coefficient in the sum of the electric field
components within the sphere

-

c

velocity of light

c

integration constant in Q>{§) of cylinder

c,

coefficient in the sum of the electromagnetic
field within the sphere

-

2.9

cn

-

2.7

c„

coefficient in the sum of the electric field
component within the cylinder
coefficient in the sum of the magnetic field

-

2.8

Cp

component within the cylinder
specific heat capacity

D

time average dissipated power

Dtol

total amount of absorbed power
in slab per unit area

m/s

2.4

-

in cylinder per unit distance
D

2.9

in sphere
complex amplitude of electric displacement

2.7

J/kgK
W/m 3

2.10
2.3

W/m 2
W/m

2.6
2.7

W

2.9

-

2.2
2

Dr

real electric displacement

C/m

d
d,

integration constant in 3>((|)) of cylinder
coefficient in the sum of the electromagnetic
field within the sphere

-

2.7

-

2.9

E

complex amplitude of electric field

-

2.2

ET

real electric field

V/m

2.2

EE

electric component of electric multipole field

-

2.9

EH
Es
EP

electric component of magnetic multipole field
scattered electric field of sphere
electric field within sphere

-

2.9
2.9

EY,E2, E3

component of the electric field in medium
1,2 or 3

_

2.9
2.6

Er, E^, EZ

polar components of the electric field
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Era\E^l\

polar componentsofthe electric

w

Ez

-

2.7

-

2.7

-

2.8

outside the cylinder
2)

E®\E^ ,

polar componentsofthe electric field

2)

Ez

within the cylinder

2)

2

E} , Ey \
(2)

Ez

rectangular components ofthe electric
field

Er, Ee, E^
m

field

within the cylinder

spherical components ofthe electric

w

Er ,Ee ,

field

spherical components ofthe electric

{1)

E^

-

2.9

field

-

2.9

field

-

2.9

outside the sphere
(2

E®\ Ed \

spherical componentsofthe electric

2)

E^

within the sphere

em

emissivity

emi

emissivity atsurface /

-

2.10

fij)

radius dependent function

-

2.9

g

abbreviation offV(kr)

-

2.9

H

complex amplitude ofmagnetic

Hr

real magnetic

HE

magnetic component ofelectric multipole field -

2.9

HM

magnetic component ofmagnetic multipole

-

2.9

scattered magnetic field of sphere

-

2.9

magnetic field within sphere

-

2.9

-

field

-

field

2.10

2.2
A/m

2.2

field
Hs
(2)

H

Hr, H^, HZ
m

polar componentsofthe magnetic field

a

HT ,H^ \

polar componentsofthe magnetic field

l)

Hz

(2

polar componentsofthe magnetic field

{2)

Hz
Hz

-

2.7

-

2.7

-

2.8

within the cylinder
(2)

Hx ,Hy ,
2)

2.7

outside the cylinder
2

Hr \H^ \
(2)

-

field

rectangular components ofthe magnetic
within the cylinder

Hr, He, HQ spherical components ofthe magnetic field

-

2.9
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I/O)

i/(D

(2>

<2)

spherical components of the magneticfield

2.9

outside the sphere
H, , tfe ,

spherical components of themagnetic field

2.9

within the sphere
Hankel function of the first kind of order n
A

heat transfer coefficient

W/m2K

A,
h,
i

heat transfer coefficient at surface i

W/m2K

2.10

Hankel function inzt

-

2.9

imaginary unit

-

2.2

unitvector of x-axis

-

2.9

spherical unit vectors

-

2.9

J

compl.ampl.of current flux of free charges

I

real current flux of free charges

A/m2

2.2
2.2

Jn
Ji
K

Bessel function of the first kind of order n

-

2.7

Bessel function inzt

2.9

thermal conductivity

W/mK

thermal conductivity at surface i

W/mK

2.10

k

2.7
2.10

2.10

m

1

2.2

propagation constant inair

m

1

2.6

complex propagation constant in medium 2

2.6
2.6

complex propagation constant

L

slab thickness

m

L

diameter of cylinder

m

2.11

K

Bessel function of the second kind of order n

-

2.7

(Neumann's or Weber's function)
Neumann function inz,

.

2.9

n,
P

power flux of incidentfield

W/m

P„Pn

Legendre polynomial of order /orn

pm

associated Legendre function of the first

.

2

2.6
2.9
2.9

kind of order (/, m)
Q,m

associated Legendre function of the second
kind of order (/,m)
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Qr(t,T)

symbol for Dn Br or Jr

-

2.2

R
R

radius of the cylinder

m

2.7

radius of the sphere

m

2.9

R, R(r)
R(t,T)

radius dependent function

-

2.7

response function

-

2.2

complex reflection coefficient from
medium 1to medium2

-

2.6

position vector

m

^12

r

2.9

2

s,
<s>

timeaveragepower flux

W/m

2.3

T

temperature

K

2.2

T, 7(0)

fheta dependent function

2.9

Ta
Ti2

ambient temperature
complex transmission coefficient from

K

surface i

m

2.10
2

-

2.10
2.6

medium 1to medium2
t

time

s

2.2

X

abbreviation ofkr inEq.(81)

-

2.9

X

abbreviation of cos(0) in Eq.(83)

-

2.9

theta and phi dependent function

-

2.9
2.9

~

2.9

-

2.9

Y(d,<$>)
m

Y,

^1+1/2

spherical harmonic function of order (/,m)
Bessel, Neumann or Hankel function of
order /+1/2

z,

abbreviation ofZl+1/2\/(n/2kr)

Coordinates
x, v,z
rectangular coordinates
r, (J),z
polar coordinates

m
m, rad, m

r, 0, (|)

m, rad, rad 2.9

spherical coordinates

2.2
2.7
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Greek symbols
a
a2

phase constant

m"1

2.4

1

2.6
2.4

m

phase constant of medium 2

1

P

attenuation constant

m"

P2
8

attenuation constant of medium2

m1

loss angle

rad

2.6
2.4

812
e

amplitude of Ru
complex permittivity

rad

2.6

e'

real part ofE
imaginarypart ofe

C2/Nm2

2.2
2.4

C2/Nm2

2.4

e"

2

2

Eo

permittivity invacuum

C /Nm

2.4

e„

timedependent complex permittivity

2.2

<

real part ofen

C2/Nm2
2

2

C

imaginary part ofen

C /Nm

K

complex dielectric constant
dielectric constant at o)=0s~'

-

*0

1

2.3
2.3
2.4
2.2

K'

dielectric constant ato)=°° s"
dielectric constant, real part ofK

-

2.2
2.4

K"

dielectric loss factor, imaginary part ofK

-

2.4

K2'

dielectric constant of medium2

-

2.8

K2"

dielectric loss factor of medium 2
complex permeability

-

2.6
2.2

Tm/A

2.4

Mn

permeability of vacuum
timedependent complex permeability

2.2

Mn'

real part of ^n

Tm/A

Mo"

imaginary part of/un
density

Tm/A

2.3

comp. ampl. of charge density of free charges

C/m3

K„

M
Mo

P
P

2.3

3

Kg/m

2.10
2.2
2.2

Pr
a

charge density of free charges
Stefan-Boltzmann constant

W/m K

2.10

a

electric conductivity of free charges

S/m

2.2
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s

2.2

T12

molecular relaxation time
amplitude ofTn

rad

*,*(<!>)

phi dependent function

-

2.6
2.7

X(r, t)
Y

timedependent electric susceptibility

C2/Nm2s

2.2

component of electric field

-

2.9

T

0)

angular frequency

1

s-

2.2
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ABSTRACT
Thedissipationofelectromagneticenergywithinamicrowaveheatedlayerhas been
analyzed. It has been shown that the dissipation oscillates as a function of
temperature, regardless ofthematerial specimen. Thisoscillation, combinedwith
the heat loss, is found to be responsible for thermal runaway phenomenon in
isothermal slabs. Basedonsuchanobservation, ageneralruletopreventthermal
runawaywasdeveloped. Slabtemperatureanalysisfor timedependentmicrowave
powerindicatesthattheconceptofbistability isnottheappropriatetermtodescribe
theobservedjumpsintemperature.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
The application of microwave heating in, for example the food industry is
seriously hampered by twoproblems whichhavetheir roots inthebasicphysicsof
the heating process. The first difficulty is the uneven spatial dissipation of energy
within foodstuffs. The second difficulty isthe catastrophic phenomenon of thermal
runaway in which a slight change of microwave power causes the temperature to
increaserapidly. Inthisarticlewewillstudythesecondproblem. Themotivefor this
research was the introduction of the concept of bistability in microwave physics.
According toStuerga1, thetemperature ofamicrowaveheated slab, when irradiated
bymicrowavepowerdirectlyproportional totime, showsbistablebehavior..Asusual
thebistablephenomenon isaccompanied byahysteresis loop. Stuerga alsoclaimsto
have found experimental evidence for this idea. However, up to now thepredicted
hysteresis loophas never been found.
Anumber ofbistablephenomena exist inphysics. Probably theonewhich is
bestknownisthephasetransitionofvapor into liquid. Avapor may be compressed
toapressurewellabovethevaporpressure oftheliquid withoutcondensationtaking
place and, on the other hand, a liquid may be heated well above its boiling point
without boiling. Both processes are limited to certain values of pressure above
(below)atwhichcondensation (boiling)starts.Thisisatypicalmetastableorbistable
phenomenon. ThisbistablebehaviorcanbedescribedaccordingtotheVanderWaals
equation, which isvery remarkablebecause itisanequation of staterelated to agas
andcontainsnothing aboutphasetransitions. Vander Waalslaw suggests bistability,
but for acompleteunderstanding the theory ofphase transitions has tobeadded.
It seems that the same kind of situation is present in microwave physics.
Fourier's differential equation suggests bistability (for time dependent microwave
power), but this is insufficient for a complete understanding. The purpose of the
study described in this article was to develop a kind of phase transition theory,
aiming toexplain and support the idea by Stuerga.
Thephenomena of thermal runaway andbistability areclosely related. In fact
theideaofbistability wasinspired bythermal runaway. This iswhy thefirstpartof
this article contains a study of dissipation which, combined with heat losses, might
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result inthermalrunaway. Theaimwastofindtheoriginoftherunawayprocessand
hope that it would lead to the real explanation of bistability. A sideproduct of this
part of theinvestigationresulted inarule toeventually prevent thermal runaway. In
the final part of the article the concept of bistability in microwave heating is
discussed.
3.2. THEORIGIN OFTHERMAL RUNAWAY INISOTHERMAL SLABS
Consideralayerofspecimenmaterial, irradiated from onesidebymicrowave
radiation with a frequency of 2450 MHz. The wave is a plane, harmonic one and
impinges normally upon the material. In order to explain theprinciples of thermal
runaway, thesimplestpossiblesystemwasconceived. Theabsenceofreflection from
the cavity in which the actual experiment wasperformed, is assumed. This means
that the initial wave isreflected, absorbed, and transmitted (Fig.l).

air (1)

slab (2)

air (1)

plane
microw ave

Figure1.Alayer,beingirradiated from oneside,inanechofree cavity
It is also assumed that the temperature throughout the layer is the same at every
moment. Thiscanbeachievedbytakingaliquidasthemediumandmixing itinsuch
a way that the spatial equalization of temperature is much faster than the process
causing temperature increase. This process is due to the dissipation of
electromagnetic energy withinthe slab. Under theseconditions simple relationships
evolve, which indicate the reasons for thermal runaway in isothermal slabs.
Initially a system without convective and radiative thermal losses is
considered. The differential equation, describing the relationship between
temperature Tand time t, (Fourier's law) reads:
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pCL

p

— =D
At

(1)

where pisthedensity, Cp isthethermal capacity,L isthelayer thickness, andDthe
production of heat (total amount of power per square meter generated along thezaxis, extending from z=0 toz=L). Thispower follows from Maxwell's equations,
together with the appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces of the slab.
According to Stratton2 or Ayappa3 for apure dielectric onehas:
D

= P ^ ,</' |r i 2 |>
c

numerator

(2)

denominator

with
— ( l - e ^ X l + l t f . J V 2 ^ ) - —\R.,\e~2^
2P2
a2

sin (a.L) cos(a,I+612)

(3)

as anumerator and
1 - 2|tf 12 |V 2P2i cos(25 12 +2a 2 I) + \Rn\*e~^lL

(4)

asadenominator, wherePistheintensity oftheinitial microwave, better knownas
themicrowavepower. The frequency has the symbol co and crefers to the speedof
light invacuum.
Thedielectric constant Kiswritten intheusualway asthedifference between
a real part K' and an imaginary part K".
K = K'-JK"

K' and K" are material constants, independent of thegeometry of the system. They
onlydependonfrequency andtemperature. Theyarenotveryappropriatetodescribe
thepropagationofwaves,however, andthisiswhythewavenumber (phaseconstant)
a and the attenuation constant p are introduced. For this free layer model a and p
are related to thedielectric properties of amedium and frequency of radiationby
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a=—

B =

K ^ I + tan2 6 + 1]
^

0) VVh/l +tan2 6 - 1 ]
c
2

(6)

(7)

with
tan 6 = K"I K'

(8)

Thereflection coefficient Rn andthetransmission coefficient Tn arerelated toaand

Pby
|2

_

M2l

(a, - a 2 ) 2 + (p, - p2)2
(a, + a 2 ) 2 + (P, + P2)2

2

lr I =

I -1 1 2 I

4(a* + P2)
(a, + a 2 ) 2 + (p, + p2)2

(9)

(10)

-2(o,p 2 - a 2 p,)

tan

(a 2 - a 2 ) + (P 2 - p2)

(11)

The objective now isto find the solution toequation (1), i.e., thetemperature asa
function of time.
The electromagnetic dissipation is always directly proportional to K",
regardless of product's geometry. From this it follows that incrude approximation
thetemperature-time graph isgoverned by thetemperature behavior of K". For instance, if K" decreases exponentially intemperature, thetemperature will exponen51
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Figure 2. The real (K')and imaginary (K")part of the dielectric
constant of water plotted versus temperature, at2450 MHz, according
to Kaatze.
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tially increasetoaconstantvalueintime. Accordingtothisapproximationnosudden
jumps in temperature or other nonlinear behavior will ever occur. So thermal
runaway, if present, is caused by the interference of waves within the irradiated
material. Inorder toinvestigate thisprocess indetail theaboverelationships haveto
be simplified. Onlythenwill itbepossible to see whichphenomenon is responsible
for thermal runaway.
In experimental set-upsmedium 1isusually air. Air hardly absorbs electromagneticenergy, soP[= 0. Medium2isaliquidor solid, soa, willbesmallerthan
a2.Fromthedefinition of a Eq.(6)and pEq.(7)itisobviousthatpisalwayssmaller
than a. With these considerations the 2/a2 term in the numerator can be neglected
and thus the numerator is proportional to l/2p2. For the absolute value of the
transmission coefficient oneroughly obtains:
2a.

|7 I 2 | = —~
a2

(12)

Withoutthedenominator thedissipationD isroughlyproportional to K2"|Tn12/2P2.
From Eqs.(6) and (7) it follows that a2P2 = w2K2"/2c2. With this expression and
equation (12) one can conclude that for a slab the dissipation, as far as its
temperature behavior isconcerned, isproportional to l/cc2. Inthe 2450 MHz region
a2 hardly varies with temperature, so our final conclusion is that in the first
approximation the dissipation in a slab is independent of temperature! The
temperature dependency of K' and K" is more or less canceled out and the
temperature as a function of heating time will be represented as a straight line
(Fig.5).
In the denominator the small temperature dependency of <x2becomes very
important, because a2 is part of the argument of a cosine. With increasing
temperature the denominator oscillates. In the temperature-time diagram this
oscillation issuperimposed onthe straightline.Hereweseethereason for "sudden"
temperaturejumps in isothermal slabs.
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Figure 4. The relative dissipation DIP oscillates as a function of
temperature.

Figure 5. Inthe first approximation the temprature-time diagram isa
straight line (+ + +curve for L=4 cm). Superimposed onthis lineisan
oscillation of which the amplitude increases with temperature, but
decreases with layer thickness (P=0.2L kW/cm 2 ).
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Toillustratetheseideasanumericalexamplefor demineralized waterisgiven.
Water has been taken, because its dielectric constant is well-known. Kaatze4
describes thebehavior of K2' and Kj" asafunction oftemperature between0and 50
°C. In this example his formulae are extrapolated to 100 °C. Figure 2 shows the
temperaturebehaviour of K2' and Kj". More important isthebehaviour of oc2 and P2
(Fig.3). Basedonthesedata therelativedissipationDIPfor severallayer thicknesses
L, iscalculated and plotted in Fig. 4. The oscillating character of thedissipationis
clearly seen. Thisoscillationiscausedbytheinterference ofwaves. Inaslabwithout
damping, thewavereflected on the rear side ofthe layer is inphase with the initial
waveifL=nX2/2 forn=1,2,3,... .Thissituationcorrespondstomaximaldissipation.
The dissipation is small when reflected wave and initial wave more or less cancel
eachother. ThisisthesituationforL=(2«+l)A, 2 /4andn=0,l,2,... .Thewavelength
k2ofwater varies from 1.34cmat0°Cto 1.65 cmat 100°C. For example, if L=4
cm, the dissipation starts at 0 °C at a maximum (L=3A.2). With increasing
temperature it will run to a minimum (L=llA 2 /4), followed by a maximum
(L=5k2/2), and finally it falls off to a neutral situation at 100 °C (Fig.4). For a
complete period of oscillation the layer thicknessL mustbe equalto n/Aa2, where
Aoc2isthedifference betweenthemaximumandtheminimum valueof cc2.For water
this results in a layer thickness of 3.5 cm. Important for this oscillation is the
behavior of itsamplitude asafunction oftemperature. Theamplitude isproportional
toexp^PjL). If P2decreases stronglywithtemperature(asisthecasefor water),the
amplitude increases strongly and the deviations from the straight line in the
temperature-time diagram are larger. In such a case the oscillation becomes
significant athigher temperatures. For largeL theamplitude is small. Many periods
ofoscillation exist, butthey arehardly noticeable. A smallL (< TC/ACC2)results ina
large deviation from the straight line, but no complete period exists. Applied to
water, the combination of all of these effects, results in a significant temperature
jump for athickness of about4cm. Figure 5 shows temperature-time diagrams for
several values ofL. In theseplots the quotient P/L is constant.
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3.3. THERMAL RUNAWAY ANDHEATLOSS
In this section theheat loss at the surfaces of the slab is taken into account.
Theconvectiveheatloss isproportional tothetemperature difference (T- T0) tothe
ambient. For small temperature differences this isalso the case for radiative loss.

40

60

temperature ( °C)

Figure 6. Themarked intersectionpointsofdissipation andheatloss
correspond to stable steady-state slab temperatures (L=4 cm, P=2
W/cm2,h=0.01 W/Kcm2, 7"0=0°C ).
Thusthetotalheat loss canbedescribed by someeffective heat transfer coefficient
h, multipliedbythetemperaturedifference (T- T0). Equation (1)isthen transformed
into
PCL -*L = D - h(T - J0)

(13)

df

Becausetheright-hand sideofEq.(13)isonlydependent ontemperature, thesteadystate temperatureTfof the slab follows from
D - h(Tf - r0) =0
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Depending onthemicrowavepowerPandthelayer thicknessL onehasoneormore
intersecting pointsofthefunctions Dandh(T- T0),as shown in Fig. 6. For certain
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Figure 7. Only the upper and lower branch of 5-shaped curves
representstablesteady-statetemperatures.Thesteady-statetemperatures
willbe"high"or "low", dependingontheinitialslabtemperature.
layer thicknesses L this results in an S-shaped or multi 5-shaped curve in a plot
showing the steady-state slab temperature versus themicrowave power P (Fig. 7).
Only theupper and lower branch oftheS-shaperepresent stable final temperatures.
Betweenthesetwobranchesanunstabletemperatureregionexists. Dependingonthe
initial temperature of the slab the steady-state temperature will either be "high" or
"low" as a result of the microwave heating. It is seen that a small increase of the
microwavepower mightlead tothewell-known thermal runaway phenomenon, i.e.
ajumpfrom thelower totheupperbranch. For moredetailsonthesephenomena see
Kriegsmann5 (for aceramic slab) and Stuerga6 (for water). The 5-shape or multi5shape iscaused by oscillations ofthedissipation. Without oscillations there isno5shape and hence no thermal runaway. For half aperiod of oscillation there isonly
a singlepoint of intersection of thedissipationD and theheat loss h(T - T0),which
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suggeststhefollowing rule: If thelayer thicknessissmaller than7i/2Acc2,where Acc2
isthedifference betweenthemaximumandminimumvalueofthephaseconstanta2,
no thermal runaway will ever occur. No materials will be damaged by thermal
runaway if the layer thickness is smaller than n/2Aa2. For water this results ina
thicknessof 1.75 cm. Adetailed analysisgives2.2 cmasa safety thickness. For the
drying of food products this observation might beof great importance.
3.4. BISTABILITY
Besides instability and thermal runaway, the oscillation of the dissipation,
combined withheatloss,causesathirdproblem. Ifthedissipation takesaminimum
value with increasing temperature and this minimum value isof the same order of
magnitude as the heat loss at that very same temperature, it takes a lot of time to
reach adesiredfinaltemperature. This isavery inefficient situation. For afixedL,
only onedegree of freedom exists toaccelerate thisprocess and that isthe variation
ofthemicrowavepower intime. For thisreasontheheatbalance iswrittendownas:
pC L — = P(t)Dl - h(T - T0)
At

(15)

where Dt is the temperature dependent factor calculated from D=P(t)Di.
Kriegsmann5 and Tian7 suggest several functions P(t) to accelerate the sintering
process of a ceramic slab.
Physically very interesting is a control of heat in such a way that the
temperature, as a function of time, describes the 5-shape as shown in Fig. 7. This
will be the case when the microwave power P of Eq.(14) isreplaced by yt, where
y isa constant. This leads to the requirement:
ytDl - h(T - r 0 ) = 0
from which
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dT
dt

-yo.

(17)

d£»j

yt

dl\

Substitution of Eq.(16) and Eq.(17) into Eq.(15) yields adesired function P(t):
Pit) =yt - —
t

r

PCPL

—Z

(18)

dZ>,

Dx

dT

T -T0

With this P(t) the temperature-time curve is 5-shaped. Because the temperature
cannot goback intime, all kindsof remarkable effects suchasbistability and

transient temperature
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Figure 8. Plot of steady-state temperature Tf as a function of timeindependent microwave power, compared to a plot of transient
temperatureversustimefor microwavepowerdirectlyproportionalto
time, resulting inartificial bistability (L=4 cm, P= t W/m2, /i=100
W/Km2, r o =0°C).
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hysteresis, occur. As explained in the introduction, Instability is a rare physical
phenomenon that needs a more complete explanation. In the case considered here
the explanation isvery simple. The function P{t) becomes negative in the unstable
temperature region. One has negative irradiation. The best way to avoid this is to
omitthesecondterm inequationP{t).If thesecond termissmall incomparisonwith
yt, the temperature-time curve will follow the S-shape, except in the unstable
regions. Figure 8shows aplot for P{t)=t andL=4 cm. The temperature increases
rapidly from thelowertotheupperbranchoftheS-shape intheunstableregion. This
temperaturejump hasbeenfound experimentally8, but itisincorrect to interpret this
phenomenon as evidence of bistability. As a consequence of the absence of
bistability, hysteresis will never be found.
3.5. CONCLUSIONS
In the first approximation the dissipation in a slab is independent of the
temperature within the slab, sothat thetemperature-time diagram isa straight line.
Anoscillationissuperimposed onthisstraightline.Thisiscausedbythetemperature
dependency of the wavenumber. For isothermal slabs the convective and radiative
heat losses amplify the effects of oscillation, resulting in instability and thermal
runaway. Thermal runaway never occurs for alayer thickness smaller thanTi/2Aa2,
where Aa2 isthe difference between themaximum and minimum value of a2.
Finally, ithasbeen shownthattheconceptofbistability isnotthe appropriate
termtodescribethetemperaturejumps for asystem for which themicrowavepower
isdirectly proportional totime.
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Thermal runaway in microwave heating: Amathematicalanalysis1
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ABSTRACT
A study is made of the solution of a differential equation modelling the heating of
a layer of material specimen by microwave radiation. Depending on the microwave power bi-stable steady-state temperatures may be expected. When changing
the power, a switch from one stable branch to another one may arise. The sudden
increase of temperature, known as thermal runaway, is studied from the differential equation using asymptotic methods. Such analysis reveals distinct stages in
the process of thermal runaway. At the moment the solution leaves a branch, and
becomes unstable a particular type of behaviour is observed (onset of runaway).
The most specific element at this stage is atime shift delaying the rapid change in
temperature. For this shift a simple expression in terms of the parameters of the
system is given. Next it is shown that the rapid transition from one branch to the
other can be put in a mathematical formula that smoothly matches the two steady
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statesolutions.
keywords:microwaveheating,thermalrunaway,Instability,relaxationoscillations.
4.1. INTRODUCTION
The use of microwaves has found its way in various applications in
industry e.g. in ceramics and in food processing. The understanding of the
microwave heating process still is somewhat empirical and speculative due to its
highly nonlinear character. In this study we take up this problem and analyse
mathematically thedynamics of a first order differential equation model of a layer
of material specimen heated by microwave radiation, see Kriegsmann [1] and
Vriezinga [2]. Typical for the system is the rapid return to a steady state (relaxation time), meaning that the differential equation, when appropriately scaled,
mustbe of the form
e — =f{T,F)
At
with Tthe temperature, P themicrowave power and e a small positive parameter.
The steady state T(P) satisfies the equationf(T, P) = 0. If in the P,r-plane the
graph has an 5-shape we have to deal with bistability (Stuerga et al., [3]). When
changing thepower with time wemay observe hysteresis typeof phenomena.
In our mathematical analysis we consider the behaviour of a solution of
(1.1) inthelimit e - 0 for somegivenP = P(t). Incase of instability such alimit
solution T0(t) can be discontinuous, see Grasman [4]. In figure 1 we sketch the
various functional relations for thedifferential equation derived in section2.
The limit solution gives a clear picture of the dynamics. However, for
quantitative purposes itmay notbe sufficiently accurate. Ina next step weassume
that e is small and construct a refined approximation. Since e multiplies the
derivative, we may expect that away from the steady state the temperature T
changes rapidly. In singular perturbation theory (Kevorkian and Cole, [5]) one
introduces a so-called boundary layer approximation for such time interval. In
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order to connect this approximation to the steady state solution, a local approximation at the beginning of interval of rapid change has to be made. This solution
expressed in the Airy function (Abramowitz and Stegun, [6]) reveals a new
element in the onset of thermal runaway: the rapid change is delayed with a time
of order 0(em). For this time shift anexpression isgiven.

e= 0

*- p

(a)

-»• t

(b)

e>0

» t

(d)

Figure 1. Asolution of (1.1) as e ->0 for a given function P(t), see (c). The function
f(T,P) isfrom (2.10)withL =4.In(d)theparameter e = 0.167.
In section 2 we derive the specific form of Eq. (1.1) for the problem of
microwave heating of a layer. Next in section 3 we carry out the asymptotic
analysis and determine the time shift at the onset of thermal runaway. Finally, in
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section 4 we compare the asymptotic solution with the numerical solution for
parameter values that agree with an experimental set up for a layer consisting of
demi-water, seeKaatze[7].
4.2. DERIVATION OFTHEDIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
We consider a layer of material specimen, irradiated from one side by
microwave radiation with a frequency of 2450 MHz. The wave is a plane,
harmonic one and impinges normally upon the material. In order to explain the
principles of thermal runaway, the simplest possible system was conceived. The
slab was located in free space, so no other waves than the incident one would be
involved. It is also assumed that the temperature throughout the layer is the same
at every moment. Solving Maxwell's equations (see e.g. Stratton, [8] or Ayappa
etal., [9])yields theclassical waveequation inone dimension.
— + k\T)E =0 ,
Ax2

(2.1)

where the electric field £ is a function of position x and temperature T at that
position. The coefficient k(T) stands for the temperature dependent complex
wavenumber, which is connected to the dielectric constant K (kappa) of the
medium by the following equation.
k2 = — ( K +
2

c

),
to dt

(2.2)

where to is the angular frequency and c the velocity of light. Eq. (2.2) takes into
account that the medium is a pure dielectric and that the permeability of the
irradiated object almost equals /*0, being the permeability in vacuum. Many
materials treated by microwaves fulfil this last requirement. The time dependent
term in Eq. (2.2) is very small compared to the dielectric constant and can be
neglected. Eq.(2.1) has to be combined with the electromagnetic boundary
conditions, which read:
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Ex =E2

AE, d£,
— - =— dx
dx

and

(2.3)

at the boundaries x=0 and x=L (L is the thickness of the slab). The subscript 1
refers tovacuum or air and the subscript 2 isrelated to the irradiated medium. We
also need the formula of theabsorbed powerD :
L

D =P - < J(|£2|2/£,2)d* ,

(2.4)

where P is the microwave power, Et the amplitude of the incident wave, and Kis
written asthedifference of areal and an imaginary part, according to K = K ' - / K " .
For water wehave
K2 = K, +

,

(2.5)

1 + /G)T2

with
10

log(K0) = 1.94404 - 1.991 •10"3(r - 273.15),
K, = 5.77 - 2.74•10 \T - 273.15),
X. = 3.745•10"15((1 + 7*10 5)(T - 300.65)2 ) e 229 "- 10 " 3/T .

(g1)

where Tisin Kelvin. Substituting the field E of (2.1) in Eq.(2.4) yields

„ |2<x2(l - e
D - P—K2 ITn| —
w

2p

^)(l+|J?12|2g "2P^)-4p2|j;12le 2^sin(a2X)coS(q2Z+612)

2a2p2(l-2|/?12|V2Mcos(2a2I+2512)+|* 12 |V 4P2L )
(2.6)
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The dielectric constant has been replaced by the wavenumber (phase constant) a
and the attenuation constant p.
a, = 51.3 m 1 and a2 = —I K ^ I +tan262+l)/2 } in

(2.7)

m 1 and P2 = —<K2(^/l +tan282-l)/2 ) m

P, = 0

(2.8)

with tan 52 = K 2 "/K 2 '.
The reflection coefficient Rn and the transmission coefficient Tuare related to a
and pby
]Rp

=

( « r a 2 ) 2 + (P,-P 2 ) 2 ^
2

(

2

(a,+a 2 ) + (p 1+ p 2 ) '

512 = tan 1 [

=
U

4(a2+p2)
2

(a 1+ a 2 ) + (p,+p2)

-2(a,p,-a,p,)
lH2 2Hl
]
(a 2 -a 2 )

+

(2 9)
2

(2.10)

(P2-P2)

To calculate the temperature within the isothermal slab as a function of time
Eq.(2.6) has to be combined with Fourier's law. For small temperature differences (T-TQ) to theambient one reads
pC L— = D - h(T-TQ) ,
p
dt

(2.11)

where p is the density, Cp is the thermal capacity, and h is some effective heat
transfer coefficient. In this study wetake
p = 1000 kg/m 2 , C = 4186 J/Kkg and h = 100 W/Km 2 .

It isassumed thatTQ isalso the initial temperature of the slab at t=0.
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For certain thicknesses L of the slab a plot of the steady-state temperature
versus the microwave power shows an 5-shaped curve. This means that (in the
neighbourhood of the unstable region) a slight change of the microwave power
causes the temperature to increase rapidly. This is the catastrophic phenomenon of
thermal runaway. This runaway process is caused by resonance of the microwave
within the slab. It is evident that in experimental tests only the upper and lower
branch of the 5-shaped curve will be found. This can be done by measuring the
steady-state temperature for a large number of microwave powers and initial
temperatures of the slab. Another much less elaborate way of testing the theory is
by measuring thetransient temperature of the slabasa function of timeby using a
time dependent microwave power. The idea was that a plot of the transient
temperature versus time (choosing P=t) would be equal to the 5-shaped curve
except for the unstable region, where ajump from the lower to the upper branch
was expected. This experiment has been performed [3]. The results were more or
less in agreement with the idea mentioned above. The only problem was that the
idea did nothad atheoretical foundation.
4.3. ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION OF THE ACTUAL TEMPERATURE
From figure Id it is seen that the system (1.1) does not follow exactly the
steady state ifP changes with time. In the following we compute the small change
in T in the regular state and the shift in the jump time during runaway. The
system (2.11) isof the form (1.1):
e — =f(T,P(t))
dr

(3.1)

where the small parameter e is a measure for the relaxation time of the system.
Our approximation is based on the assumption that e is asymptotically small. In
figure 1 it is indicated how the occurrence of runaway can be deduced from the
functions P(t)andf(P,T). In the sequel it is assumed that P(t) is chosen such that
runaway only occurs in generic situations. It means that P'(t) *0 for points PQ for
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which df/dT = 0 including an e2/3-neighbourhoodof these points (Plies inan e2'3neighbourhood of P0 if \P-PQ\ < L e2'3 with L an arbitrary large number independent of e).

-i

1

1-

1

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Figure2.Thegraphoff(T,p) = 0for£ = 4cmandthenumerical solutionof(3.1)
for p =tW/m2.
For any starting value (P(0),T(0)) = (P0,T0) the system rapidly tends (within a
time interval of order e) to a stable branch of the curvef(T,P) = 0. A branch of
this curve is stable if df/dP < 0. Then the temperature is approximated by

T(t) = Q0(P(t))+ e

Q0'(P(t))P'(t)

where QQ(P)satisfies f(P,Q0(P))
substituting
T=Q0(t) + eQi(t)+...
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fT(Q0(P(t)),P(t))

= 0. The approximation (3.2) is found by
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into (3.1) and equating terms with equal powers in e. When approaching thetime
t=tl the state (P,T)arrives ina neighbourhood of the value CP,,^) where df/dT=0.
Startofrunaway
In order to analyze the behaviour of the system near this point (P^T^ we apply
two stretching transformations:
T = T{ +ye113 and P = /», + xem .

(3.3ab)

The choice of the powers of e follows from the type of degeneration of (3.1)
arising after substitution of (3.3ab) and letting e - 0. For thepresent choice of the
exponent of e in (3.3ab) the limiting system contains a maximum of local information; it reads

P%)

*L =LlLy*+dlx
dx

2 dT2

(3.4)
dP

if one switched to P as dependent variable, which can be done in view of the
condition of genericity. The general solution of (3.4) can be expressed in Airy
functions. For thatpurpose wemake the transformations
y = yu and x = pv

(3.5ab)

with

Y= — — -^(7-,,/VP 2 ,
P'(t.) dP

P3 =

d2f
dT2

—

,

(3.6ab)

df
dP
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sothat
du = u22 + v .
dv

(3.7)

Thenby setting u = -z'(v)/z(v) we obtain
z"(y) + vz(v) = 0 or z(v) = ^Ai(-v) + K2Bi(-v),

(3.8)

where Ai(-) and Bi(-) denote the two Airy functions, see Abramowitz and Stegun
[6]. The integration constants K^ and K2follow from the matching of (3.3)-(3.8)
for x - -°° with (3.2) for t -> tl. Carrying out some computations one finds that
(3.2) thenbehaves as

r

= r + [ I J L Q0\h)Y^ JF^p

(3.9)

2 dr 2

and that (3.8) has the same behaviour if K2 = 0 so that w(v) = Ai'(-v)/Ai(-v).
For vT - a we arrive at the first zero of the Airy function then the temperature
behaves as
T * T, + y

—
/>, + aPe

2/3

for

P T Px + ape 2 ' 3 .

(3.10)

-P

Thermal runaway
Thus as P approaches Pj+ocpe2'3 from bellow T increases rapidly and approaches
the value Tv see figure 2, while P only changes order e near Pj+ape2'3. Interchanging thedependent and independent variable and introducing
p = (P- />, - ape 2 ' 3 )^ 1
wearrive atthe approximating system
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T

l

±- &- = — — or p{T) = [ — — dZ +K ,
"(0 dr f{T,P.)
i XLPJ

(3.12)

where T isa fixed valuebetweenTx andT2 andATthe integration constant. Since

firsj =i/n-cr^XT- - T,)2

(3.13)

for T \ Tx, we may easily check that in this limit (3.12) precisely matches (3.10)
indepently of the choice of K (Krepresents the next order inthe shift of P coming
after ape2'3). At the other hand for T \ T2 the integrand (3.12) behaves as

y(7',p1)*/7<r2,i»1xr-r2),
sothat
p(T) =

!—ln(r2 - 7").

It means that TapproachesT2 exponentially fast. Then we have arrived at a stable
branch where anapproximation of the type (3.2)holds.

4.4. NUMERICAL VERSUS ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION
Let us consider a time dependent microwave power P(t) = t in Eq. (2.11).
The S-shaped curve representing the steady-state temperature shows that critical
behaviour occurs for values of P of the order 104 W/m2, so time is rescaled as
follows
/=104T.

(4.1)
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Figure 3. Numerical solutions of (4.2) for different values of L- The asymptotic shift
aPe2/3 is indicated by a vertical line segment.
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In the new time scale Eq. (2.11) changes into

e — = 102xD(T) - \Q-2h(T - T0),

(4.2)

where
e = lO^pC^L.
From formula (3.10) weknow that runaway starts as P approaches thevalue P, +
a(3e2/3 where -a = -2.338107... is the first (negative) zero of the Airy function
and Pis given by (3.6b). In this formula the term d2f/dT2(Pl,Tl) is approximated
numerically. In table 1 we compare the time shift ccPe2'3 from the asymptotic
solution with the difference between the moment the numerical solution crosses
respectively the lines P = Px and T = Tv Since we take P = t, the difference
indicates the delay A in crossing the line T = Tx with respect to the steady state
solution. In figure 3wegivethedelay based onthe asymptotic expression ccPe2'3.
Table 1. Thedifference betweenthedelay intheasymptotic approximation (ape2'3)and
inthenumericalsolution(A).
cxpe2/3

A

L(cm)

6

1

4.19.10 2

0.10

0.26

2

8.37.10' 2

0.30

0.34

4

1.67.10'1

0.31

0.31

6

2.51.10'

1

0.43

0.41

0.35

0.31

10

4.19.10-'

0.43

0.50

0.28

0.32
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ABSTRACT
The absorption of electromagnetic energy within amicrowave heated isothermal
slab,cylinder,andsphereisanalyzedandcomparedtoeachother. Itisshownthat
theabsorbedheatoscillatesasafunction oftemperature,regardlessofthegeometry
of the irradiated object. It is possible to formulate this behavior in a simple
mathematical equation, which proves that the oscillation is basically caused by
resonanceoftheelectromagneticwaveswithintheobject. Thisoscillation,combined
withtheheat loss, isfound toberesponsible for thermalrunawayphenomenonin
isothermalobjects.Basedonsuchanobservation, ageneralruletopreventthermal
runawayhasbeendeveloped.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
One of the difficulties associated with the application of microwave heating
(frequency range 2450 MHz) is thecatastrophic phenomenon of thermal runaway,
inwhichaslightchangeofmicrowavepowercausesthetemperature oftheirradiated
object to increase rapidly. The microwave sintering of ceramics especially is
seriously hampered bythisphenomenon. The aimof this investigation is tofindthe
physical origin of the runaway process and hope that it leads to a general rule in
preventing runaway. The simplestpossible system isconceived inorder to achieve
this. Inthefirstplace ithasbeenassumed thattheirradiated object issituated in free
spacewithoutany reflections from theambient. Theobject wasirradiated by aplane
harmonic wavefrom oneside.Deliberatelythechoicehasbeennottodescribeactual
experiments, because then the characteristics of the oven combined with the
irradiated object might veil thephysical origin of therunaway. In the second place
ithasbeenassumed thattheobjects areisothermal. Thisdoesnotlookveryrealistic,
but inthecaseof small Biot numbers it isagood approximation. Inthe smallBiot
number limit many studieshave beenperformed on ceramics. Another category of
materials which behave almost isothermal is the liquids. The temperature gradient
within the liquid causes strong convection, which diminishes the temperature
differences in the liquid. The study of isothermal systems might be regarded asan
initial step towards a more complete understanding of the runaway phenomenon.
Nonisothermal objects will be taken into account in the second stage of this
investigation. Theideaistoregard suchasystemasamultilayer ofisothermal layers
with different temperatures.
The principles developed are applied to demineralized water. Compared to
other materials water has a number of advantages. Itsphysical parameters are well
known1; asaliquid itbehavesalmost isothermally, and the theory canbeen verified
experimentally with little effort. A potential application of the study of water in
relation to thermal runaway is the improvement of the quality of microwave dried
foodstuffs. Themathematical formulas developed below are generally true and also
applicable to ceramics. However one should be very careful in generalizing the
results of the calculations. When compared to ceramics the dielectric constant of
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water hardly depends on temperature. The dielectric loss factor in many ceramics
especially is a strong function of temperature, which is a major factor in thermal
runaway inthesematerials. Ontheotherhandtherearesomeremarkable similarities
between the thermal behavior of water and ceramics.
The specific aim of this article is to investigate how the geometry of the
irradiated object influences therunaway process. Thishasbeendone by comparing
a slab,acylinder, andaspheretoeachother. Inanearlier article2based onthework
ofKriegsmann3andofStuerga etal.4,itwas shownthattherunaway effect inaslab
of water is caused by resonance of the electromagnetic waves inside the irradiated
object. Itisamatter of standing waves. It isobviousthatthe samething willhappen
to(infinitely long)cylinders andspheres, irradiated from allsides,withthecondition
thatthewavesatthe surface are inphase. Thisisanalogous toaslab irradiated from
two sideswith coherent waves.Theonlydifference isthat the "standing waves" are
described by cylindrical functions (Bessel and Hankel functions) or spherical
functions.
In the case of cylinders and spheres irradiated from one side there isneither
cylindrical nor spherical symmetry. It is impossible to apply the basic idea of
standing waves,asdeveloped for theslab, tocylindrical or spherical waves,because
thesewavesarenotpresent inanelementary form. Itwill bedemonstrated that also
inthis case thephenomenon of thermal runaway is still present.
Attentionhastobepaidtothenotation. Incontraventionoftheusualnotation5
the symbol a will be used as the phase constant and Pas the attenuation constant.
Botharereal numbers. Thisnotation readseasier and itfits inbetter with the theory
of wave propagation as described in classic books. The runaway phenomenon, as
described inthisarticle, isaresult oftheapplication ofthewavepropagation theory.
5.2. THEISOTHERMAL SLAB
Let us consider a layer of material specimen, irradiated from one side by
microwave radiation with afrequency of2450MHz. Thewave isaplane, harmonic
one and impinges normally upon thematerial (Fig. 1).
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plane

air(1)

microwave

slab(2)

•

air(1)
•

Figure1.Alayer,beingirradiatedfromoneside
inanecho-freecavity.
Thedifferential equationdescribing therelationship between temperature Tandtime
t (Fourier's law) reads:
L PC

AT = D - 2h (T-T.)
dt

(1)

where p is the density, Cpis the thermal capacity, and L stands for the layer
thickness. D is the heat production (total amount of power per square meter
generated along the z-axis, extending from z=0 to z=L). The total heat loss is
described by an effective heat transfer coefficient h, multiplied by the temperature
difference (T-T0) between slab and ambient. The expression for theheat loss isan
approximation, onlyvalid inthecaseofsmalltemperaturedifferences. Theabsorbed
energyDfollows from Maxwell's equations, together with theappropriate boundary
conditions at the surface of the slab. Approximately oneobtains:
D ~P

4a,

2P2i
cos(2oc2I)]
[1+2|*. | V

where P is the microwave power and Rn the reflection coefficient. This
approximation is based on two requirements; first, the phase constant a, of air is
much smaller than the phase constant a2 of the irradiated medium. This is a very
general demand andmost solids and liquids answer this demand; second, a2should
bemuch smaller thantheattenuation factor P2ofthemedium. This istrue for water.
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The special thing about water as compared to ceramics is the fact that a2
hardly depends on temperature. This means that in the first approximation the
transient temperature as a function ofheating time willberepresented as astraight
line. Superimposed onthislineisanoscillationofwhichtheamplitudeincreaseswith
temperature, but decreases with layer thickness (Fig. 2).
100

100 200 300 400 500 600
time(s)
Figure 2.Transient temperature ofaslabwithout heat lossas afunction ofheatingtime,
showingthattheabsorbed microwavepowerisalmosttemperatureindependent.L=\.6cm,
P=40 kW/m2,water.

The oscillation is caused by resonance within the medium. With respect to wave
propagationtheslabbehaveslikeaviolinstring.Theheatproductionhasamaximum
if the wavelength X2 of the medium equals ILIn for n = 1,2,3... The steady-state
temperature follows from
D - 2h (T-TQ) = 0

(3)
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Inorder tohaverunaway three intersecting pointsofheatproduction andheat
lossarenecessary. Thiswillbethecase ifthecosinehas amaximum around 80°C,
whichresults inathicknessL of 1.6 cmfor n = 2. This isthesmallest thickness for
which runaway might occur (Fig. 3).
x 10

50
temperature (°C)

100

Figure 3. The absorbed microwave power oscillates as a function of temperature. This
oscillation, combined with the heat loss (the straight line), is responsible for thermal
runaway.Slab1=1.6cm,P=40kW/m2;cylinderL=1.2 cm,P=9 kW/m2; sphereZ=1.4cm,
P=150kW/m2;h=\00 W/m2,ambienttemperature is0°C;themedium iswater.

Aplotofthe steady state temperature versus themicrowave power for L = 1.6 cm
shows the familiar S-shape (Fig. 4).
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100

20
40
microwave power (kW/m 2 )

60

Figure4.TheS-shapedcurveofaslab(water,L=l.6cm). Increasingthemicrowavepower
from40to45kW/m2resultsinatemperaturejumpofabout40°C.

5.3. THEISOTHERMAL CYLINDER
Acylinder isirradiated byaplane harmonic wave from one side inthe same
wayastheslab. Theelectric field vector oftheincidentfieldisparalleltothecentral
symmetry axis of thecylinder (Fig. 5).
air(1)

air(1)

Figure 5. Acylinder, being irradiated from one
side,inanecho-freecavity.
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The equation of theheat balance differs a little from Eq.(l), because the surface is
larger.
I l p C i I = ^ £ - 2 * <J-T0)
2
' dr
itl

(4)

Inthis caseL is thediameter of the cylinder.
The heat production D isdirectly proportional to the absolute square of the
electric field E2within the cylinder. Inpolar coordinates rand <J) the field is6:
E

2 =A E

C J

n nW

*"">

(5)

whereA istheamplitude ofthe incidentelectricfield,Jn istheBessel function ofthe
first kind of order n, and k2 is the complex wavenumber (kf=a2+i$}. The
coefficients cndetermine the character of the field. They canbe found by applying
theboundary conditions at the surface of the cylinder.
cn =

(6)

k/^VH^R)

-

kMkjRWfcR)

hereHn areHankel functions offirstkindof order n, R istheradius of the cylinder,
and £,=a,. To achieve the total absorbed energy D of the isothermal cylinder the
absolute squareof theelectricfieldhastobe integrated over the cross section of the
cylinder. This can be done analytically, but the result is a very complicated
meaningless equation. A much better result is achieved by using the asymptotic
expansion of theBessel function.
2

'.(*>

>

,

nit
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— cos(x - — — )
TXx

2

4

wherex islarge.
Replacing Bessel functions by cosines and integrating over the cross section
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yields
D ~ [1 - 2\Rn\2 e'2^

(8)

cos(2a 2 I)]

Except for the signthisequation is identical to Eq.(2) of the slab. Amaximum heat
production isexpected for L = A2(l+2«)/4, where n = 0,1,2,... .Thismeans that
thediameterL shouldequal 1.2 cminorder tohaveamaximumat80°C(Fig. 3)for
n=\ (water). The consequence isthermal runaway (Fig. 6).
100

5
10
15
microwave power (kW/m 2 )

20

Figure 6.The S-shapedcurveofacylinder (water,£=1.2 cm).Increasingthe microwave
power from 14to 15kW/m2resultsinatemperaturejump ofabout 50°C.

Thesamekind of Sshapehasbeencalculated for ceramic cylinders inthe smallBiot
number limit7. Numerical calculations demonstrate that, in the first approximation,
the heat production is temperature independent. The runaway process for water is
caused solely by thetemperature dependence of thephase constant.
Thephenomenon of thermal runaway has also been studied in thecaseof an
isothermal cylinder irradiated from one side by a plane harmonic wave with the
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electricfieldvector lyingintheplaneofincidence(perpendicular tothevectordrawn
infigure5).Thisleadstothe samebehavior asdescribed above. Especially equation
(8), themost important one, wasexactly the same.
5.4. THEISOTHERMAL SPHERE
Asphere isirradiated from one sidebyaplaneharmonic wave in free space.
Inthis case Fourier's law reads
1 T
„ AT
2PD
„, ,„ ^
- LpC
=
- 2h (T-T0)
2
3
' dt
KI

(9)

where L is thediameter of the sphere. Themathematical description of the
electromagnetic field is based on the so-called Mie theory8. In terms ofspherical
coordinates r, cj) and 6 the spherical components ofthe electric field within the
sphere are

E6 =A £ / "
i

•n

2»+l

Er=AY,t"1

V >

2k2r

dP(cosQ)
bn J L(k2r) —-——
</(cos0)cos (J)sin0

TT

2/1+1

/i(n+l ) \ 2k2r

[anJn+1(k2r)

dP(cosd)
"

</(cos0)

^'(cosG)
- ibn {—

J ,(* 2 r) - J

K2r

_.

*
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, </i>„(cos6)
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(k.r)
(
—] sin <>
j
3
k2r " + 7
"+7
rf(cos6)

(12)

where Pn are the Legendre polynomials and P' correspond to the associated
Legendre functions of the first kind. The coefficients an and bn can be found by
applying the electromagnetic boundary conditions at the surface of the sphere. For
an, respectively bn, one yields
liJk^/TiR
(A,-*,)(!!+1)
——
J \H
D
A

«+—
2

(13)
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The Bessel functions have the argument k2R, while the Hankel functions always
depend onk{R. HereR istheradiusofthesphere. Thetotal amountofabsorbedheat
D of the isothermal sphere is proportional to the integral over the volume of the
sphereofthe absolute square of thetotal electric field. The last one equals thesum
of the absolute squares of the spherical field components. This (very elaborate)
integration isanalytically possible,but italsoresults inameaningless equation. The
problem is that the equation does not converge in such a way that the first order
terms of the Bessel and Hankel functions are the most dominant ones. The most
dominant term is determined by the diameter of the sphere. However, numerical
analysis (in the case of water) shows that a simplification of the exact solution is
possible. For relatively smallL (L < 3cm) theoscillating behavior ofD ismainly
described by Ia,12.If thediameter lies somewherebetween 3and 6cm then Eq.(8)
creates a perfect fit. The minimum diameter for which runaway occurs is 1.4 cm
(Fig. 3).Thehighand sharppeakcausesalargejumpofthesteady-state temperature
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(Fig. 7). Ontheother hand this first order (n = 1)runaway effect isvery sensitive
tosmallchangesofthediameter. Increasing ordecreasing thediameter of 1.4 cmby
0.1 cm is enough to destroy the runaway phenomenon. Numerical analysis proves
thatalsointhecaseofthespheretheabsorbed heatD istemperature independent in
thefirstapproximation, resulting inthesamekind ofgraph asinfigure 2. Studiesof
aceramic sphereinsidearectangular cavity9alsoshowhow theabsorbed microwave
power oscillates as a function of theradius.

100

500
microwave power (kW/m 2 )

1000

Figure 7.TheS-shapedcurveofasphere(water,L=\A cm).Increasingthemicrowave
powerfrom 78to80kW/m2resultsinatemperaturejumpof60°C.

5.5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Theisothermal slab,cylinder, andsphere, irradiated from one sidebyaplane
harmonicmicrowave,behaveinthesameway inrelationtothermal runaway. Inthe
first approximation thedissipated microwave power is independent of temperature.
The phenomenon of thermal runaway is basically caused by the temperature
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dependence ofthephaseconstant oftheirradiated medium incombination withheat
loss. For watery objects the absorbed energy D is reflected by a simple
approximation:
D ~ 1 ± 2\Rn\2 e'2hL cos(2a2L)

(15)

wherethe + signrefers tothe slab.L isthethickness of the slab or thediameter of
thecylinder or sphere. Inallthreecasestheoscillation iscausedbyresonancewithin
the objects. This suggests that the geometry of an irradiated isothermal object is
irrelevant inrelationtothermalrunaway. Ifthereisapossibility for resonanceofthe
electromagnetic waves within the object, thermal runaway will occur.
Thecalculationsdemonstratethatthecharacteristic dimensionmustbeatleast
equaltoacompletewavelength (slab)orto3/4 ofawavelength (cylinderandsphere)
at a relatively high temperature, in order to have runaway. At that specific
temperature the heat production has a maximum. This maximum has to precedea
minimum atlowtemperatures. Thismightalreadybethefact ifaquarter ofaperiod
of oscillation is present.
Thustheconclusionisthatanyisothermalobjectwithcharacteristicdimension
L, irradiated from onesidebymicrowaves, willnever beovertreated or damagedby
thephenomenon of thermal runaway ifL is smaller than Tt/4Aa2, where Aa2 isthe
difference between the maximum and the minimum value of thephase constant a2.
For water this results inadimension of about 1 cm.
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ABSTRACT
Themicrowave heating of slabsof water bound with a gel ismodeled and analyzed
without any restriction to the Biot number regime. Despite the fact that the temperature distribution over the slab is notuniform at all, thephenomenon of thermal
runaway is basically caused by resonance of the electromagnetic waves within the
object, combined withheat loss. Aplot ofthe steady-state temperature atanypositionwithintheslab,versusthemicrowavepower, isanS-shapedoramultiS-shaped
curve. With respect to thermal runaway there is a strong similarity between iso-.
thermal and nonisothermal slabs. Using the average temperature of the nonisothermal slab, regardless of itsBiotnumber, yieldsareasonable approximation to
describe the runaway. This is caused by the specific characteristic of the dielectric
loss factor of water, whichdecreases withincreasing temperature. This results inan
almostconstantabsorptionofenergy overthewholeslabwithoutdisturbing thewave
character of theabsorption. Itturned outthat this smoothing of the absorbed power
plays adominant role inthecalculations ofthetemperature profiles. Any calculation
where thetemperature dependence of the permittivity is omitted, will not only pass
thephenomenon of thermal runaway but itstemperatureprofiles will differ substantially from theoneswherethetemperature dependence hasbeen taken into account.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION
The application of microwave heating (frequency range 2450 MHz) is
seriously hampered bytwoproblems, bothhaving their roots inthebasicphysicsof
the heating process. The first difficulty is the uneven spatial absorption of energy
withintheirradiated object. The seconddifficulty isthecatastrophicphenomenonof
thermal runaway in which a slight change of microwave power causes the
temperature oftheobject toincrease rapidly. Theaim of this investigation isto find
thephysical origin oftherunawayprocess andhopethat it leads to a general rulein
preventing runaway. Temperature profiles of the irradiated slab are necessary in
order to achieve this. These temperature profiles give a good insight intheuneven
spatial absorption of energy. Bothproblems, theuneven spatial absorption and the
thermal runaway, arerelatedtoeachorder. Theprocessofthermalrunaway isanonlinear problem and can be explained by taking the temperature dependence of the
permittivityeintoaccount. Thismeansthatthetemperatureprofiles, asshowninthis
article, will also reflect this temperature dependence. Many studies of microwave
heated slabs of foodstuffs (see f.i. Dolande et all.) have been performed, but the
majority ignores the temperature dependence of thepermittivity arguing that this is
a second orderphenomenon. Aswill be shown inthis study, theprocess of thermal
runaway iscausedbyresonancewithintheirradiated mediumduetothe temperature
dependence of e. Resonance isalwaysavery strongphenomenon and itmust notbe
regarded asasecondordereffect. Ithasamajor impactontheabsorption ofenergy,
and by this, as will be shown on the temperature profiles. The study of thermal
runaway inmicrowave heated objects usually starts by formulating the equationof
theabsorbed power D.
D = -oie"\E\2
2
where a> is the angular frequency, e" is the imaginarypart of thepermittivity, and
Eistheelectricfieldwithin the object. Instead of e" onecan also formulate Eq.(l)
with the dielectric loss factor, which equals e" divided by e0, the permittivity of
vacuum. Equation(1)isaverypowerful equationbecauseitisageneralequationand
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doesnotdepend onthegeometry of the irradiated object. Allproblems involved in
the geometry of the object are expressed by the field E. The absorbed power is
always directly proportional to e" or the dielectric loss factor. The microwave
sintering ofceramics especially isseriously hamperedbythephenomenon ofthermal
runaway. The dielectric loss factor of ceramics strongly increases with increasing
temperature. Looking at Eq.(l) the explanation of thermal runaway in ceramics is
almostevident. While the temperature increases, the absorbed power will increase,
resulting in a stronger increase of the temperature, which then results in more
absorbedpower, etc.This "hand-waving" argumentcanoften beheard. Kriegsmann2
formulated aplausibleexplanationofthermalrunaway inceramics inthe smallBiot
number regime. Strangely enoughthehand-waving argument does notplay a major
role inhisexplanation. Kriegsmann did notmention itbut, in fact, hedescribes the
phenomenon of resonance in an almost isothermal slab of ceramics. That the
phenomenon of resonance within an isothermal slab results in thermal runaway
becameclearbythestudyofdemineralized water(Stuerga etal}). Thedielectricloss
factor ofwaterhardlydependsontemperature ascompared toceramics. Itdecreases
a little bit with increasing temperature. It is obvious that in the case of water the
hand-wavingargumentisnotappropriate inexplaining runaway. Allofthisdoesnot
meanthattheargument iscomplete nonsense. Probably thehand-waving argument,
combined with resonance, plays animportant role inthedescription of runaway of
ceramics in the large Biot regime. Resonance as the origin of thermal runaway in
isothermal objects hasbeen studied inearlier articles4,5. The aim of this study isto
investigatethephenomenon ofthermal runaway innonisothermal slabsof foodstuffs
without any limitations with respect to the Biot number.
Water is a major constituent of many foodstuffs and its Biot number canbe
quitelarge(Bi=14). Thisiswhywater (boundwithagel)hasbeenusedtoillustrate
the theory. Because the dielectric loss factor of ceramics strongly increases with
increasing temperature, which is completely opposite to water, the results of this
investigation inthelargeBiotnumber regime cannotbeusedtoexplain thebehavior
of ceramics. From time to time some remarks will be made about the impact of
certainpartsofthetheory inrelationtoceramics. Ananalysisofthisstudyprobably
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makesitclearwhyitissuggestedthatthehand-waving argumentincombinationwith
resonanceplaysanimportant role inexplaining thermal runaway in ceramics inthe
caseof largeBiotnumbers.
Attentionhastobepaidtothenotation. Incontravention oftheusualnotation6
the symbol a willbe used as thephase constant and Pas the attenuation constant.
Both are real numbers. This notation is easier to read and it fits in better with the
theoryofwavepropagationasdescribedinclassicbooks.Therunawayphenomenon,
as described in this article, is a result of the application of the wave propagation
theory.
6.2. THEORY
Consideralayerofmaterial specimen, irradiated from onesidebymicrowave
radiation with a frequency of 2450 MHz. The wave is aplane, harmonic oneand
impinges normally upon the material. In order to explain theprinciples of thermal
runaway, the simplestpossible system wasconceived. The slab was located in free
space,sonootherwavesthantheincidentonewouldbeinvolved. Solving Maxwell's
equations (see f.i. Stratton7 or Ayappa eta/.8)yields the classical wave equation in
one dimension
d E

+ k\T)E = 0

(2)

dx<
where the electric field £ is a function of position x and temperature T at that
position. Thek(T)standsfor thetemperaturedependentcomplexwavenumber,which
isconnected to thepermittivity eof themedium by the following equation:
i_2

2

,

* =" > 0 (

e +

' d£

ic,

,-,s

—r- + —)
(x> dt

(3)
0)

This equation takes intoaccount thatthepermeability ofthe irradiated object almost
equalsn0, being thepermeability invacuum. Many materials treated by microwaves
fulfill thisrequirement. The symbol o isthe ohmicelectric conductivity, caused by
the free charges of the object (free electrons, ions, etc.). The presence of free
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charges is not without consequences. The electric field causes surface charges and
surface currents, which have their impact on the electromagnetic boundary
conditions. The analytical description of a mixture of an isolator (dielectric) and
conductor is nearly impossible without any numerical assumption of the ohmic
conductivity. For thisreasontheohmicconductivity isneglected, as isusually done
in this kind of research, at least with respect to the electromagnetic boundary
conditions. Therefore, this article deals withpure dielectrics. With this assumption
the electromagnetic boundary conditions read
Ex = E2;

dE,
1=
dx

dE.
dx

2

(4)

attheboundariesx=0 andx=L (Listhethicknessoftheslab).Thesubscript 1refers
to vacuum or air and the subscript 2isrelated to the irradiated medium.
Thesecond termof Eq.(3) isvery interesting because itcanbewritten asthe
product of de/dT times dT/dt. In the case of thermal runaway the temperature
increasesrapidly andthiscouldresult inasignificant contribution ofthe secondterm
during thetemperaturejump. Ontheother hand, this term is small compared tothe
firstterm z ofEq.(3), because itisdivided by to(2KX2450x106 s"1). Including the
second term in Eq.(l) of the absorbed powerD results in
1. . , /+
/ .- L1^de'
D =-co(e"
L ^d7\
-)|£|2
2
co dr At

(5)

where e is written as the difference of a real and an imaginary part, according to
e=e'-ie". For foodstuffs and alsofor ceramics, the temperature dependence of e' is
so small, that Eq.(5) might be replaced by the familiar Eq.(l) without any loss of
generality. The second term has no consequences for the absorbed power. The
interesting impact of the second term is found in the expression of the real
wavenumber, or phase constant a. Omitting the small terms it yields

CO

^»V • *'- !*i^I)
\ 2

(6)

co dT df
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For water e" decreases with increasing temperature, resulting in a decreasing
wavenumberor increasing wavelength. Atcertain temperature thewavelength "fits"
withintheslab,causing resonance. Exactly atthatmoment thetemperature willrise
strongly and the time dependent term in Eq.(6) will become significant in an
interesting way. Itwill resist thedecrease of a, keeping the system intheresonant
mode. Thiseffect hasbeeninvestigated with theaid ofcomputer simulations applied
onwater. Theconclusion isthatcompared toe", thetimedependent term isjust too
small tohaveany influence. Perhaps inthecaseofceramics, where the temperature
dependence of thepermittivity ismuch larger, there willbe some effect.
Tocalculatethetemperaturewithintheslabasa function ofpositionandtime
the three electromagnetic equations (1), (2) and (4) have to be combined with
Fourier's law.
Pc,f
P

-r ^ •D

dt

(7,

dx2

where p isthedensity, Cp isthethermal capacity, andKisthethermal conductivity.
Althoughtheseparametersdependuponthetemperature T,theyareassumedconstant
for the following reason. Thephenomenon of runaway iscaused by resonance due
to the temperature dependence of the wavelength within the slab, as will be shown
later inthisarticle. The temperature dependence of thethreeparameters mentioned
above has no influence on the appearance of the resonance. The only consequence
whichcanbefound, isa small shift oftheaverage temperature for which resonance
occurs. The heat balance in Eq.(7) has to be accomplished by its boundary
conditions. For smalltemperature differences betweenthesurface oftheslabandthe
ambient read:
K^L = h(T~Ta)
ox

,x =0

K— = -h{T-Ta)
dx

,x=L
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where h is some effective heat transfer coefficient related to the convective and
radiativeheatloss.Ta istheambienttemperature and alsothe initial temperatureof
the slab at t=0.
6.3. STEADY STATE SOLUTIONS
Theheatingprocessevolvesasfollows: whilethetemperature Tincreases,the
electrical properties k and e" of the slab will change. This, in turn influences the
absorbed powerD, resulting in a new temperature. Acomplete analytical solution
ofthisnonlinearproblemisnearlyimpossible. Onlyapartially analytical solutioncan
be formulated. In order to formulate this solution the slab has to be divided intoa
large number of small subslabs. The heating process starts with heating of an
isothermal slab at t=0. The analytical description and the solutions of this process
is well known. Thus at t=At the temperature at each positionx within the slab is
known, where At is small. Assuming each subslab n is isothermal it ispossible to
calculate the electric field Enineach subslabnwith these data.
En(x,T) =Ane'k"(T)x

k iT)x

+Bne-'

"

(10)

This is the solution of Eq. (2). The integration constants An and Bn depend on the
temperature ofsubslabnandthetemperatureofitsneighbours,thesubslabsn+1 and
n-1. Withtheaidofthe electromagnetic boundary conditions it ispossible to write
(/4„,5„)as a function of (An+l,Bn+l) or as a function of (An_x,Bn_{). This process of
replacing the integrationconstantsby itsneighbours goes onuntil the surfaces of the
slab has been reached. Atx=0 and x=L the boundary conditions are numerically
known. This means that the value of An and Bn for each subslab n is known.
Substituting field (10) in the expression of the absorbed power, generates new
temperatures for each sub-slab at t-2At, and so on. This is how the computer
program hasbeen setup.
This computer program has been applied to demineralized water, bounded
withagel. SeeKaatze9for thedielectricproperties. Other data which hasbeenused
are: Cp=4186 J/kgK, K=0J W/mK, p=1000 kg/m3, and A=100 W/Km2. The
thickness ofthe slabmustbechosen. It istheonlydegreeof freedom. In the caseof
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an isothermal slab the thickness L plays a very important role. There is a kind of
standingwavewithintheslabifL=n it/a. («=1,2,3...)•However, noteverystanding
wave causes thermal runaway. Thermal runaway is possible, but only if the
temperature at which the standing wave occurs, has been preceded by a lower
temperature at which the waves more or less cancel each other. These conditions,
combined withanapproximated formula for a asafunction (a=470-0.97; Tin °C)
of temperature results in thicknesses where the phenomenon of thermal runaway
should bepossible. Theminimum thickness for runaway in an isothermal slabis
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Figure1.Steady-Statetemperatureprofilesina1.6cmslabofwater.
Themicrowavepowerincreasesfrom4to40kW/m2instepsof4kW/m2.
Noticethelargegap,illustratingthephenomenonofthermalrunaway.

about 1.6 cm («=2). In the case of L=4 cm, the effect of runaway is very
pronounced («=5). Thebehavior ofathick slab,L=10 cm ,where two temperature
jumps (n=13,14) are expected, isalso interesting.
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For thesereasonsnonisothermal slabs with a thickness of 1.6, 4.0, and 10.0
cmhavebeeninvestigated. The steady-state temperatureprofiles asafunction ofthe
microwave power havebeenplotted inFig.l, 2and3.
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Figure2.Steady-statetemperatureprofiles ina4cmslabofwater.
Themicrowavepowerincreasesfrom4to28kW/m2instepsof4kW/m2.
Noticethelargegap,illustratingthephenomenonofthermalrunaway.
The jumps in temperature can be seen clearly and the conclusion is obvious. The
behaviorofthenonisothermal slabwithregard tothermalrunaway isthesameasthe
behavior of the isothermal slab. TheBiot number does notplay a role. Even inthe
case of the relatively thick slab of 10 cm (Bi=hL/K= 14.3) the origin of thermal
runaway is resonance once again. A plot of the steady-state temperature at every
positionx within the slabversusthemicrowavepower will show an S-shaped curve
or amultiS-shaped curve. Thebehavior of the complete slab canbedescribed with
theaverage temperature. Tohaveastanding wavetheonly thing whichcountsisthe
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way the wave fits within the slab. Itmakes nodifference if the wavelength islarge
in the middle and small at the sides of the slab due to the temperature differences
within theslab.
160

O 120

Figure3.Steady-statetemperatureprofiles ina 10cmslabofwater.
Themicrowavepower increases from 2to22kW/m2 in stepsof2kW/m2.
Noticethetwogaps,illustrating thephenomenon ofthermal runaway.

Ifthewavefits then, thereisresonance. Thisisoneofthereasonswhytheslab,with
respect to runaway, can be described with the average temperature. Replacing the
localtemperature Tbytheaveragetemperature T inEq.(7), and integrating overx
yields
pC L
p

100

df

dT
ax

dT
dx

D.

(11)
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whereDlotisthetotal amount ofabsorbed power within the slab. Substitution of the
thermal boundary conditions (8) and (9)resultsin
AT
pC 1 - ^ - = -2h(T - T ) + D,

(12)

At

This istheheat balance of an isothermal slab infree space.
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Figure4. Steady-state responsecurves for anisothermal andnonisothermalslabofwater(L=4cm).Thegraphofthenonisothermal slab
isinfact an S-shaped curve.

Fig.4 showsthe S-shaped curveof the approximated solution of Eq.(12), compared
to thecomputational analysis of thecorrect Eq.(7) for L=4 cm. The correct curve
shows the upper and lower branch of an S-shaped curve. If one starts the heating
with the initial condition that thetemperature ofthe slab equals the ambient
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temperature Eq.(7) has nophysical or mathematical solution in the instable region.
Itdoesdemonstratethedramaticjumpintemperature. ThecompletecorrectS-shaped
curve willbe found if one equals Eq.(7) to zero. The smaller the Biotnumber, the
better the approximation, as has been proven by Kriegsmann, but the main
conclusion, thattheorigin ofthermal runaway inanonisothermal slab(regardlessof
the value of the Biot number), iscaused by resonance, still remains.
6.4. TIMEDEPENDENT SOLUTIONS
Thatthephenomenonofthermal runaway canbedescribed sosuccessfully by
regarding itas an isothermal slab with onetemperatureT, while the real slab isnot

V. 3

Figure5.Evolution intimeoftheabsorbedpower (MW/m2) ina4cm
slabofwater. Theexponentially decreasing function (t=0 s)evolvesto
aconstant oscillation (f=40 sand/=320s).Theampitudeofthis
oscillation increases strongly att=200 s,becauseoftheresonance.
Themicrowavepower is200kW/m2.
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isothermal atall,needsamorethorough explanation. Thereasoncanbefound inthe
specific character ofwater. Thedielectriclossfactor ofwaterdecreasesbyincreasing
temperature, whilethepenetrationdepthincreases.Thesetwofactors areresponsible
for thefactthattheabsorbedpowerbecomesconstantintheaveragevery soon.Only
thesmalltemperature dependence ofthewavelength remainsand thiscanchangethe
absorbedpower significantly becauseoftheresonance. Thesephenomenahavebeen
illustrated inFig.5. Inthecaseofceramicsthedielectriclossfactor increasesandthe
penetrationdepthdecreasesbyincreasingtemperature. Thebehaviorofceramicswill
beoppositetothatofwater. Whilewater tendstosmooththeelectromagnetic energy
overthewholeslab,ceramicswillconcentratetheenergyonthehot spotatthe start
of the heating process. Here it becomes clear why the hand-waving argument
mentioned in the introduction, cannot be ignored and replaced by the argument of
resonance only.
The steady-state solutionsoftheformer chapter are interesting because they
give a good insight in the origin of thermal runaway. On the other hand, in the
industrialprocessing offoodstuffs, onedoesnotusuallywaituntilthesteady statehas
been reached. It just takes too long; if one heats a 4 cm slab of water with a
microwavepower of 18kW/m2under thecircumstances asdescribed in thisarticle,
itwilltakeabout2.2 hbefore the steady state (T = 55°C)hasbeenreached. Using
200 kW/m2 in stead of 18 kW/m2 will result in an average temperature of 55°C
within2min. Fig.6 showsthetemperatureprofiles asa function oftheheatingtime.
Ascouldbeexpected, resonance isstillpresent. Atacertainmomentthetemperature
rises strongly in avery short time. Suppose thisjump intemperature isnot wanted
because it will overtreat the foodstuff, then the only way to prevent this kind of
thermal runaway isby stopping the microwave heating at the right moment. Fig.7
showsthetemperatureprofiles ofwaterneglectingthetemperature dependenceofthe
dielectric constant, assuming that the value of the dielectric constant at 20 °Cwill
result inarather correctplotoftheprofiles. Ascanbeseen, this isnotthecase.Not
only thejump in temperature ismissing, but the smoothing of the absorbed power
by increasing temperature has also not been described. This demonstrates that the
method ofneglecting the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant yieldsa
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x (cm)

Figure6.Transienttemperatureprofiles ina4cmslabofwater.
The time increases from 0 to 320 sin steps of40 s.Notice the
gap between /=200 and /=240 s. The microwave power is 200
kW/m2.

Figure7. SameasFig.6,exceptthetemperature dependenceof
thepermittivity hasbeenomitted.
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very poor approximation. The investigation of theuneven spatial absorption ofthe
electromagnetic energy within theirradiated object (oneof themainproblems inthe
application of microwave heating) by omitting the temperature dependence of the
permittivity has little value, atleast with respect to watery objects.
6.5. CONCLUSIONS
The behavior of the nonisothermal slab in relation to thermal runaway is
analogous to thebehavior of the isothermal slab. The Biot number does notplaya
role. Eveninthecaseofrelatively largeBiotnumbers, thephysicaloriginofthermal
runaway isstillthephenomenonofresonance. Aplot ofthe steady-state temperature
at anyposition withinthe slab,versusthemicrowavepower, willbe an S-shaped or
a multiS-shaped curve.
It is possible to approximately describe the complete nonisothermal slab
regarding thermal runaway by its average temperature similar to thedescriptionof
theisothermal slab.Thismeansthatanonisothermal slabwiththicknessL, irradiated
from one side by microwaves, will never be overtreated or damaged by the
phenomenon of thermal runaway if L is smaller than 7t/4A<x, where Aa is the
difference between the maximum and the minimum value of the phase constant a
within the temperature interval of the heating process. For water this results in a
dimensionL of about 1cm. The mainreason for the similarity between isothermal
and nonisothermal slabs can be found in the specific character of water, where the
permittivitydecreasesbyincreasingtemperature.Theabsorbedpowerwithintheslab
will be small at hot spots and large at cold spots. The result is an almost constant
absorption of energy over thewhole slab. Only thewavecharacter remains, causing
runaway. This smoothing of the absorbed power during the heating process isvery
dominant. The calculations where the temperature dependence of the dielectric
constanthasbeenomitted, yield temperatureprofiles which substantially differ from
theprofiles where the temperature dependence has been taken into account.
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Thermalprofilesandthermalrunawayinmicrowave
heated ceramic slabs
C. A. Vriezinga
Department ofAgricultural, Environmental and Systems Technology (Applied Physics
group), Wageningen Agricultural University, Bomenweg 4, 6703 HD Wageningen,
The Netherlands
ABSTRACT
The microwave heating of ceramic slabs is modeled and analyzed with the aim of
finding the physical origin of the phenomenon of thermal runaway. It is
demonstrated that the strong increase of the dielectric loss factor with increasing
temperature isnot immediately responsible for the runaway process. The argument
should be that it is the strong increase of the attenuation constant, while the phase
factor remains constant in the relevant temperature interval. The phenomenon of
thermal runaway is basically caused by the behavior of the attenuation constant,
combinedwithheatloss. Aplotofthesteady-state temperature atanypositionwithin
theslab, versusthemicrowavepower, isanS-shaped curve. Withrespecttothermal
runaway there is a strong similarity between isothermal and nonisothermal slabs.
Using the average temperature of the nonisothermal slab, regardless of its Biot
number, yields a reasonable approximation todescribe the runaway. This explains
the success of the isothermal approximation inexplaining runaway. The isothermal
approximation is also very useful inpredicting the position within the slab, where
the runaway will start and the slab will finally melt. In contrast to the microwave
heating of foodstuffs the phenomenon of resonance hardly influences the thermal
runaway process in ceramics.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION
The application of microwave heating (frequency range 2450 MHz) is
seriously hampered bytwoproblems, both originating from thebasicphysics of the
heatingprocess. Thefirst difficulty istheuneven spatial absorption of energy within
theirradiatedobject. Theseconddifficulty isthecatastrophicphenomenonofthermal
runaway inwhicha slightchangeofmicrowavepower causesthetemperature ofthe
object toincreaserapidly. Theaimofthisinvestigation isto find thephysical origin
of the runaway process and hope that it leads to a general rule in preventing
runaway. Temperature profiles of the irradiated slab are necessary in order to
achieve this. These temperature profiles give a good insight in the uneven spatial
absorption ofenergy. Bothproblems, theuneven spatial absorption and the thermal
runaway, arerelated toeach other. Theprocess of thermal runaway isa non-linear
problem and can be explained by taking the temperature dependence of the
permittivity e into account. This means that the temperature profiles, as will be
shown inthis article, will also reflect this temperature dependence.
The study of thermal runaway inmicrowave heated objects usually startsby
formulating the equation of theabsorbed power D.
D = -ae"\E\2
2

=-oenK"\E\2
2

where Q isthe angular frequency, e" isthe imaginary part of thepermittivity, and
Eistheelectricfieldwithin theobject. Instead of e" onecan also formulate Eq.(l)
with thedielectric loss factor K", which equals e" divided by e0, thepermittivity of
vacuum. Eq.(l) isaverypowerful equationbecauseitisageneral equation anddoes
not depend on the geometry of the irradiated object. All problems involved in the
geometry of theobject are expressed by thefieldE. The absorbed power isalways
directly proportional to e" or thedielectric loss factor. The microwave sinteringof
ceramics especially is seriously hampered by thephenomenon of thermal runaway.
Thedielectriclossfactor ofceramics strongly increaseswithincreasing temperature.
Looking at Eq.(l) the explanation of thermal runaway in ceramics looks almost
evident. As thetemperature increases, the absorbed power increases, resulting ina
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strongerincreaseofthetemperature,whichthenresultsinmoreabsorbedpower,etc.
This hand-waving argument is often heard. Kriegsmann1 formulated a plausible
explanation ofthermal runaway inceramics inthe small Biot number regime, butit
does not become clear what the role of the hand-waving argument is in his
mathematical analysis.
Notonlythemicrowave sinteringofceramics,butalsothemicrowaveheating
of foodstuffs (f.i. water) arehampered bythephenomenon ofthermal runaway. The
dielectric loss factor of water hardly depends on temperature as compared to
ceramics. Itdecreases alittle bit with increasing temperature and it isobvious, that
in the case of water, the hand-waving argument is not appropriate in explaining
runaway. Thephysical cause of runaway in water isthephenomenon of resonance
withintheslab,asbecameclearbythestudiesofStuerga etal.2(isothermal slab)and
Vriezinga3 (nonisothermal slab).
Resonance is always a very strong phenomenon. It is expected that it will
effect the microwave heating of ceramics. Ontheother hand the strong increaseof
thedielectric loss factor in Eq.(l) cannot be ignored.
Attentionhastobepaidtothenotation. Incontravention oftheusualnotation4
the symbol a will beused as the phase constant and p as the attenuation constant.
Both are real numbers. This notation is easier to read and it fits inbetter with the
theoryofwavepropagationasdescribed inclassicbooks.Therunawayphenomenon,
as described in this article, is a result of the application of the wave propagation
theory.
7.2. THEORY
Consideralayerofmaterial specimen, irradiated from onesidebymicrowave
radiation with a frequency of 2450 MHz. The wave is a plane, harmonic one and
impinges normally upon the material. In order to explain theprinciples of thermal
runaway, the simplest possible system was conceived. The slab was located in free
spacesonoother wavesthantheincidentonewouldbeinvolved. Solving Maxwell's
equations (see f.i. Stratton5 or Ayappa etal.6)yields theclassical wave equation in
one dimension:
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d2E
2

+ k2{T)E = 0

(2)

dx

where the electric field E is a function of position x and temperature T at that
position.Thek(T)standsfor thetemperaturedependentcomplexwavenumber, which
isconnected to thepermittivity eof the medium by the following equation.
k2 = oVoe

(3)

Thisequation takes intoaccount thatthepermeability of the irradiated object almost
equals fi0, being the permeability in a vacuum. Many materials treated by microwaves fulfil this requirement. Formally Eq.(3) should include the termd(ie)/d(co?)>
but this term isvery small compared toeitself and canbe neglected. The equation
also reflects the assumption that the irradiated medium is apure dielectric (no free
charges). With this condition the electromagnetic boundary conditions are:
Ex =E2

dE,
L=
dx

;

dE,
dx

2

(4)

attheboundariesx=0 andx=L (Listhethicknessoftheslab).Thesubscript 1refers
tovacuumorairandthesubscript2isrelated totheirradiated medium. Tocalculate
the temperature within the slab as a function of position and time the three
electromagnetic equations (1), (2) and (4) have tobe combined with Fourier's law.

p C , f .K*Z.D
P

dt

dx2

where pisthedensity, Cp isthethermal capacity, andK isthethermal conductivity.
Although these parameters depend upon the temperature T, they are assumed
constant. Theyhavenorealimpactonthephenomenonofrunaway.Theheatbalance
equation (5)has tobe accomplished by itsboundary conditions.
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K^- = h(T-Ta)+em.o(TA-T*)
ox

,x = 0

(6)

K^- = -h{T-Ta)-em.o(T*-Tl)
ox

,x=L

(7)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient related to the convective heat loss. The
radiative heat loss is expressed by the second part of the equations with em the
thermal emissivity of the ceramic surface, and o the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Ta
istheambient temperature and also the initial temperature of the slab at t=0.
7.3. THE ISOTHERMAL SLAB
Theheatingprocessevolvesasfollows: whilethetemperature Tincreases,the
electrical properties k and e" of the slab will change. This, in turn influences the
absorbed powerD, resulting inanew temperature for eachposition in theslab.At
the start of the heating process the slab is isothermal. In that case it ispossible to
describe theheating process informulas. At low slab temperatures wehave:
D

=P^\Tn\2
c

e ^-2\Rn\e

x
^cos(2a2(L-x)+6n) +\Rn\2e ~^e

l-2|JJ12|2e"2plLcos(2a2I+2512)+|/f 12 | 4 e" 4p2i

where P is the microwave power. The symbols Tnand Rl2 refer to the complex
transmission and reflection coefficient, defined as follows

*1 + * 2

*1 + * 2

wherekl=ai isthewavenumber inair and&2=cc2+/p2 the complex wavenumber in
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the isothermal medium. Integrated over the slabyields the total amount of absorbed
power
D

=j ^ ' i r |2_L
12

c

x

2p 2

(l-e ~2filL)(l+\Ru\2e -2^)-^l\Ru\e

~2hLsm(a2L)coS(a2L+bn)

(W)

^2

1 -2\Rn\2e "2P2icos(2a2I+2812)+|iJ12|4e" 4Pli

Substituting the parameters of f.i. alumina at low temperatures and neglecting the
small terms, reduces Eq.(lO) to
D,B, = r-<\Tn\^~e^)
c
2(i2

(ID

Thisisaverygoodapproximation. Itmeansthattheheatabsorptioncanbedescribed
byjustonepenetratingwave(Lambert-Beerapproximation)atlowtemperatures.The
ceramic slab isalmost transparent tomicrowaves at the start of theheating process.
TheL-independentfactor of Eq.(l1)isvery interesting. It canbe rewritten into

'-•Xi'^-c
Z

H2

^ —
a, a. 1 +K,
1+— + —( -)
a, a2 2

where K2' isthe real part of thedielectric constant, according toK2=K2'-iK2".
Because K2' hardly depends on temperature the total amount ofabsorbed
power becomesafunction of thephase factor a2. This function has a maximum at
a2=a1v/((l+K2')/2). In the case of alumina, the top proceeds at about 104 m"1. If
temperature increases from 27°Cto3500°Cthephase factor will increase from 140
m"1 to400 m"1, resulting inadecreasing(l) amount ofabsorbed energy. On the
temperature route, from ambienttemperature (27°C)tothemeltingpoint ofalumina
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(2050°C)thephase constant remainseven constant. The dielectric loss factor K" of
equation (1) is replaced by the oc2-dependentfunction (12). This function isalmost
a constant for the relevant temperature region, just as in the case of water. This
meansthatthehand-waving argument, asstated intheintroduction, isincorrect. The
idea is that this is not only valid for isothermal objects, but also applicable to
nonisothermal objects. Howthetemperature distribution withinthe slablooks, isnot
important; the expression of the total amount of absorbed power will always be
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Figure 1. The curve of the absorbed heat (solid line) and the heat loss
(dashed line) of a 3cm isothermal slab of alumina almost coincide.
The microwave power is 5500 kW/m2.

proceeded by thedielectric lossfactor timesthe square of a transmission coefficient
divided by some effective attenuation factor. To explain the origin of thermal
runaway we have to study the behavior of the electromagnetic field within the
irradiatedobject. Inthecaseofwaterthisstudylead tothephenomenon ofresonance
being basically responsible for runaway effects.
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The isothermal formulation of theheatbalance for ceramics is
pCL d r = -2h(T-Ta) - 2em.a(TA-T*)
At

(13)

+ Z>„

whereDtotrefers toEq.(lO). Fig. 1 showsaplotoftheheatlossand absorbed power
versus temperature for a 3cm slab of alumina. There are three intersectionpoints,
ofwhichthefirstandthelastonecorrespond tostablesteady-statetemperatures. The
intersectionpoint inthemiddle isanunstablepoint, sotherewillberunaway. Aplot
ofthe steady-state temperature as function ofthemicrowave power (the solutionof
Eq.(13)with ATIAt= 0) shows the familiar S-shaped curve (Fig.2).

8
microwave power (W/m2)

x

9
IQ 6

Figure 2. Typical S-shaped response curve of a3 cm slab of alumina,
illustrating the phenomenon of thermal runaway.

Lookingatfigure 1 oneseessomething very remarkable: Thecurveoftheabsorption
and the curve of the heat loss almost coincide. This means that the system is very
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sensitive. Inthecalculationspresented inthisarticle, theambient temperature iskept
constant at 27 °C. Suppose that the experiment isperformed in an oven, insteadof
free space, thewalltemperature oftheoven(theambienttemperature) will increase
during theheatingprocess, resulting inadifferent curve oftheheat lossandbecause
of that there willbe another kind of runaway (Jackson et al.1).
There isanotherremarkable thingaboutFig.l: Athightemperatures theheat
absorption decreases. This iscausedbythefunction (12), illustrating thefact thatthe
hand-waving argument isnot appropriate toexplain thephenomenon of runaway.
Ifthedielectric loss factor increases, thenthephasefactor andtheattenuation
constant will increase, according to

«2 = « i ^

h = «,

<«l

1 + (KJ/KJ)

+ 1)

(14)

2

<<i

,
, II, ' s 2
1 + (KJ/KJ)

" 1)

N

(15)

As has been mentioned before, the phase factor remains constant in the relevant
instabletemperature region. The strong increase of theabsorption ismainly caused
by the strong increase of the attenuation constant (32. This can be understood by
lookingatEq.(l1).Thetotalamountofabsorbedpower istheconstant(12)timesthe
strongly increasing factor l-exp^PjL). Atthestartof theheating process the slab
is almost transparent to microwaves. The absorption of energy is small and the
temperature will increase slowly. Suddenly, atcertain temperature, the penetration
depth (l/2p2) willdecrease, meaning thatmoreenergy willbeabsorbed, resulting in
ahigher temperature, causing a smaller penetration depth, meaning more absorbed
energy, etc. This is the cause of thephenomenon of thermal runaway in isothermal
ceramic slabs. This looks like the hand-waving argument. One might say that the
hand-waving argument isstillcorrect, but no-one cancome to such a conclusionby
looking atthedielectric lossfactor only. Onehastotranslate the real and imaginary
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parts of the dielectric constant to the wave characteristics a and p for a more
complete understanding. For insight onehas to look inside the material.
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Figure3.Transient temperature profiles ina3cmslabofalumina.
Thetimeincreases from 0sto7200sinstepsof800s. Noticethe
gapbetweent =6400sandt = 7200s. Thedashed linesat6500,
6600,and6700sarethetemperatureprofiles during therunaway.
Themicrowavepower is7000kW/m2.

7.4. THE NONISOTHERMAL SLAB
Acompleteanalyticalsolutionofthisnon-linearproblemisalmostimpossible,
butthere isa way of escaping from thisproblemby looking at theBiot number. In
this article this number willbedefined as
Bi
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where Tm is the average of the ambient and the surface temperature of the slab in
Kelvin. For instance: theBiotnumber increases from 0.1at 300Kto0.2 at2300K
for a2cmslabof alumina. This isrelatively small, but because of the internalheat
generation, it does not mean that a small slab of alumina might be regarded as
isothermal. Ontheother hand theheatingprocess will start irradiating an isothermal
object. It is expected that at low temperatures the isothermal (K=°°, Bi=0)
approximation is appropriate. This willbe confirmed if welook at the temperature

3500

3000

% 2500

2000

1500•

1000

Figure 4. Temperature profiles in a 3cm slab of alumina, irradiated
from two sides. The runaway process starts at the center. One time
step is 100 s. The microwave power is 8000 kW/m2.

profiles of a nonisothermal slab (Fig. 3). Up to 1000°Cthe dielectric constant of
alumina8 €0COK"=0.002 exp(0.78(r-ra)/ra) is almost temperature independent,
resulting in isothermal temperature profiles. The runaway process starts above the
1000°C. Thejump isvery fast, about 20times faster than the timeneeded to reach
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the 1000°C. Thefigure also shows that initially thetemperature increases themost
at the position where Eq.(8) has a maximum. This ispositionx where the cosines
equalone.Withtheaidofthe isothermal formula of the absorbedpower itispossible
topredict theposition within the slab where the runaway will start. This isalsothe
position where the slab will start melting. At the end of the runaway process the
exp(-2p2r) becomes very dominant, resulting in the heating of the skin of theslab.
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Figure 5. Evolution intime ofthe absorbed power ina3cm slabof
alumina, irradiated from two sides. Atfirstthe center isheated, at the
end theskin ofthe slab. This yields the temperature profiles ofFig.4

These phenomena are better illustrated by considering a slab irradiated from two
sides. Inthis case the absorbed power isproportional to

D
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Fig.(4) showsthetemperature profiles during the runaway process, illustrating that
the slab will start melting in the center, according to Eq.(17). The profiles of the
absorbed power emphasize theskineffect (Fig.5). This numerical analysis suggests
that the temperature profile T(x,At) during the runaway process can be found by
assuming ^ = 0 (soB/=°° !)inEq.(5). Thisyields
IXxM ~~ T0+

D(x,Tn)At
gD
At
' °' (1 + A T ~^-)
pCp
dT ° pCp

(18)

whereAt isthe increase oftime, starting atthe isothermal solution at 7*0,so D(x,T0)
equals Eq.(8). The isothermal expression of the absorbed power can be used to
approximately predict thetemperatureprofiles during thejump, thoughthisdoesnot
meanthatthe slabis isothermal. In spite of this fact the isothermal approach is still
veryuseful, because itgivesavery good insight in theprocess of thermal runaway
by expressing it in the S-shaped curve of the steady-state temperature versus the
microwave power. A plot of the steady-state temperature versus the microwave
power at anypositionwithinthenonisothermal slab will alsoresult inan S-shaped
curve.
7.5. RESONANCE
For the isothermal slab the phenomenon of resonance is described by the
denominator of Eq.(10) . In the case of microwave heated water the a2 decreases
with increasing temperature, resulting inasmalldenominator atcertaintemperature,
which causes the runaway. The a2 of alumina is a constant in the unstable
temperature region. Resonance is not the cause of thermal runaway here, but the
resonance doeshave aninfluence onthe shapeof the S-curve of Fig. (2),because
theheatlosscurveand theabsorption curve almost coincide. Changing the ambient
temperaturewillalterthecurveoftheheatloss;changingthedenominatorofEq.(10)
will alter the curve of the absorbed power. The folding of the S-shaped curve
depends on dP/dT in the relevant temperature region. One has a real folded 5 if
dP/dT isnegative, which willhappenif
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>

1 dV
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tot

where VistheheatlossofEq.(13). IfD,olislarge this demand isviolated and theS
will be unfolded.
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Figure6. Therelativeabsorbed heatinanisothermal slabofalumina
versusthethicknessoftheslab.Theoscillation iscaused bythephenomenonofresonance.

Fig.6showsD,JP asafunction ofthethicknessL oftheisothermal slab.Nothermal
runaway, asdefined intheintroduction, willoccur atvery thick slabs (> 9cm)and
intheneighborhood of4.6 and6.7 cm. Thephenomenon of resonanceprevents the
runaway, unless the slab is thin (< 3cm). In the case of water, resonance causes
therunaway, inthecaseof isothermal ceramics itpreventstherunaway. Onehasan
unfolded Sfor L=4.6 cm (Fig. 7) and onehas a folded 5for L=5.6 cm (Fig. 8),
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Figure 7. An unfolded S-shaped curve of the isothermal slab. The
unfolding iscaused by resonance. The response curve of the nonisothermal slab is still a folded S. Only the upper and lower branch
of the folded S have beenplotted. The thickness is4.6 cm.
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Figure 8. Same as Fig.7, except the thickness is 5.6 cm.
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illustrating theoscillating character of theS-shaped curve. Unfortunately this isonly
correct intheisothermal approximation. The figures also show theupper and lower
branch oftheS-shaped curve of thenonisothermal slab. There will beno unfolding
oftheS,unlesstheslabisverythick. Theisothermal formulation hasitslimitations.
7.6. CONCLUSIONS
The absorbed power in any microwave heated object is always proportional
tothedielectriclossfactor timesthesquareoftheabsolute valueoftheelectric field.
This study has demonstrated that one cannot explain the phenomenon of thermal
runaway inceramicsbylookingatthedielectriclossfactor only. Onehastocalculate
theelectricfieldwithintheirradiated object tounderstand thephysical origin of the
runaway process. These calculations show that the attenuation constant strongly
increaseswith increasing temperature. Atlow temperatures a ceramic slab isalmost
transparent tomicrowaves (small absorption of energy), while athigh temperatures
the irradiated skin of the slab absorbs most of the energy. The behavior of the
attenuationconstantmightberegardedastheoriginofthermalrunaway inceramics.
This also means that onehas almost nopossibilities to avoid runaway with respect
to the thickness of the slab. Only the sintering of very thick slabs will not be
hampered by the runaway process.
Numerical calculations show that the steady-state temperature versus the
microwavepower atanypositionwithinanonisothermal slab, isanS-shaped curve.
This explains why the isothermal approximation of theheating process isuseful in
understanding the runaway process, because it too generates an S-shaped curve,
illustrating the instability of the system. The isothermal approach has another
advantage. It ispossible topredict where the runaway process will start by looking
at the analytical formula of the adsorbed power. Ontheother hand one should not
rely too much on the values of the steady-state temperatures generated by the
isothermalapproximation. Thisapproximation suggeststhatanunfolded Sispossible
incaseof resonance, but inreality (the nonisothermal slab) that will not happen.
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Thermal runaway in microwave heated slabs of
foodstuffs andceramics:Acomparison
C. A. Vriezinga
Department of Agricultural, Environmental and Systems Technology, Wageningen
Agricultural University, Bomenweg 4, 6703 HD Wageningen, The Netherlands
Proceedings of the International Conference on Microwave and High Frequency
Heating, B1.4, 453-456, Valencia, Spain (1999)
ABSTRACT
The microwave heating of slabs is modelled and analysed with the aim to find the
physical originofthephenomenon ofthermalrunaway. This studydemonstratesthat
onecannotexplainthephenomenon ofthermal runaway by looking atthe dielectric
loss factor. The process of thermal runaway can only beunderstood by translating
thereal and imaginary parts ofthedielectricconstant into the phase and attenuation
constant. Inthecaseof foodstuffs thephenomenon of resonance, combined with the
heat loss, might be regarded as the origin of thermal runaway. The resonance is
caused by the small decrease of thephase constant with increasing temperature. In
the case of ceramics the phase constant is almost temperature independent in the
relevant temperature region, but the attenuation constant increases strongly with
increasing temperature. This, combined with the heat loss, causes the runaway
process here. Also the impact of resonance withina ceramic slab is studied.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION
One of the difficulties associated with the application of microwave heating
(frequency range 2450MHz) isthecatastrophicphenomenon of thermal runaway in
which a slight change of microwave power causes the temperature to increase
rapidly. The microwave sintering of ceramics is seriously hampered by this
phenomenon, but also foodstuffs might be over treated because of runaway effects.
Theaimofthisinvestigationistofind thephysical origin oftherunaway process for
bothkind ofmaterial specimenandhopethat itleads to ageneral rule inpreventing
runaway.
Thestudy of thermal runaway inmicrowaveheated objects usually startsby
formulating theequation of the absorbed power D.
D = -U£nK"\E\2
2

where a> is the angular frequency, e0 is the permittivity of vacuum, K" is the
dielectriclossfactor, andE is the electricfieldwithin the object. Eq. 1is ageneral
equation. Allproblems involved inthe geometry of the object and environment are
expressed by thefieldE. The absorbed power isalways directly proportional tothe
dielectric loss factor. The dielectric loss factor of ceramics strongly increases with
increasing temperature. Looking at Eq. 1 the explanation of thermal runaway in
ceramics looks almostevident. Whilethetemperature increases, theabsorbed power
will increase, resulting ina stronger increase of the temperature, which then results
in more absorbed power, etc. This hand-waving argument can often be heard.
Kriegsmann [1] formulated aplausible explanation of thermal runaway in ceramics
inthesmallBiotnumber regime, but itdoesnotbecomeclear whattherole isofthe
hand-wavingargument inhisanalysis. Thehand-waving argument isnot appropriate
inexplaining thethermal runaway process infoodstuffs. Thedielectric lossfactor of
f.i. water hardly depends on temperature as compared to ceramics. It decreases a
littlebitwith increasing temperature. Thephysical cause of runaway inwater isthe
phenomenon of resonance, as became clear by the studies of Stuerga et al. [2]
(isothermal slab) and Vriezinga [3] (nonisothermal slab). So we have two
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explanations ofrunaway:Thehand-waving argument for ceramics andtheresonance
argument for foodstuffs. The questions are: What is the correctness of the handwaving argument and what isthe impact of resonance in ceramic slabs.
8.2. THE HAND-WAVING ARGUMENT
Consider a pure dielectric (no free charges), irradiated from one side. The
waveisaplane, harmonic one and impinges normally upon the surface of the slab.
Theslabislocated infree space.Thepermeability ofthe slabequalsthepermeability
invacuum. Applying the wavepropagation theory (see e.g. Stratton [4]or Ayappa
[5])yieldstheformula for thetotalamountofabsorbedpowerDm, assuming theslab
is isothermal.

n =.piVlTVf-L x
e
2p
(1-e ^L)(l

2

+\R\

e-*!*)-IP |*|« -2pLsin(aI)cos(aI+6)

(2)

a
2

1 -21R1 e"

2(3i

cos(2ai+26)+1R14e~^L

wherePisthemicrowavepower, cisthe velocity of light, L isthe thickness of the
slab, a is thephase and |3the attenuation constant, Tristhe transmission andR =
\R\ exp(i8) thereflection coefficient ofair andtheirradiated medium. Thisequation
equals Eq.l, integrated over the slab, and because of this the total amount of
absorbed power isproportional tothe dielectric loss factor too.
It looks like that thehand-waving argument can still beused, but onehasto
consider theentire equation for amore completeunderstanding. For this reason the
L-independent factor of Eq. 2 is transformed.
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c
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Figure 1..Plotoftheabsorbedheat(solidline)andtheheatloss(dashed
line) of a4 cm isothermal slabofwater.P=25kW/m2,h=\00 W/m2K,
em=l,T=27°C.
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wherea{ isthephaseconstantinair(51.3m"1),and K'istherealpartofthedielectric
constant, according toK=K'-iK".Foodstuffs andceramics have in common that K'is
almost temperature independent. The phase constant of water (which will be used
as an example of foodstuffs) is also more or less temperature independent.
Surprisingly thisisalsothefact for alumina (anexampleofaceramic) intherelevant
temperature regionbetweentheinitial slabtemperature (27°C)andthemeltingpoint
(2050 °C). This means that the L-independent factor is almost a constant with
increasing temperature, aswell asfor water (foodstuffs) and for alumina (ceramics).
The temperature dependent behaviour of the dielectric loss factor in Eq. 1is not
directly reflected intheabsorbed power. Thehand-waving argument, as formulated
intheintroduction, isnotcorrect. Theideaisthatthisisnotonlyvalid for isothermal
objects, but also applicable to nonisothermal (real) objects. How the temperature
distribution within the slab looks like, is not important; the expression of the total
amount of absorbed power will always be proceeded by the dielectric loss factor
timesthe square of atransmission coefficient divided by some effective attenuation
factor.
The physical origin of thermal runaway mustbe found inthe secondpartof
Eq. 2. The character of the wave within the slabdetermines thekind of runaway.
Neglecting small terms the second part of Eq. 2reduces to:
for water

D. ~

for alumina

Dm ~ (1 -e ~2(3i)

(4)

l-2|tf|V 2 p i cos(2aI)

(5)

In the case of water the small decrease of the phase constant with increasing
temperaturecausestheabsorbedpowertoincrease(resonance).Theoriginofthermal
runaway for ceramics iscompletely different. The strong increase of the attenuation
constant with increasing temperature causestheabsorbed power toincrease strongly.
For a complete description of therunaway phenomenon theabsorbed powerhasto
becombined with theheatloss. Theheatloss Vat thetwo surfaces of the isothermal
slab is
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Figure3.Isothermal alumina slab.Theabsorbed power oscillates
due toresonance.
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Figure4.Isothermal alumina slab.TheSisunfolded dueto
resonance atthethickness of4.6 cm.
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V =2h(T-Ta) - 2em.o(T*-T*)

(6)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient, em is the emissivity, o is the StefanBoltzmann constant, and T is the isothermal slab temperature. Ta is the ambient
temperature andalsotheinitial temperature oftheslabatf=0. Fig.(l) and (2)show
plots of the heat loss and absorbed power versus temperature. There are three
intersection points. The point in the middle is an unstable point, so there will be
runaway. Aplotofthesteady-statetemperature versusthemicrowavepower results
in the familiar S-shaped curve. It is important to notice that the mechanism (the
physical origin and thecombination withheatloss), which leads to the phenomenon
of runaway as being developed for isothermal slabs, is also applicable to real
nonisothermal slabs.Thishasbeendemonstrated inthecaseofwater [3],but is itis
alsocorrect inthe case of alumina.
8.3. RESONANCE
Resonance is always a very strong phenomenon. It is expected that it will
effect the microwave heating of ceramics. As argued above resonance is not the
cause of runaway here, but it has influence on the folding of the S-shaped curve
(steady-state temperature versus microwave power), because the curves of the
absorbed power and heat loss almost coincide (Fig. 2). Changing the denominator
of Eq. 2by changing the thickness of the slab will alter the curve of the absorbed
power. The folding of the S-shaped curve depends on dP/dT in the relevant
temperature region. Onehas areal folded Sif dPIdTisnegative, which willbethe
fact if

_ L _^i£i > 1 Al
Dtol

d7

(7)

V dT

InthecaseofresonanceDlot islarge, andtheSwillbeunfolded. If thewaves within
the slab cancel each other more or lessDm willbe relatively small, and wehavea
folded S. Fig. 3showstheL-dependentfactor ofEq. 2asafunction ofthethickness
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L of the isothermal alumina slab. The folding of the S oscillates. No thermal
runaway, asdefined inthe introduction will occur atvery thick slabs ( > 9cm)and
intheneighbourhood of4.6 cm(Fig.4) and 6.7 cm. Thephenomenon of resonance
prevents therunaway, unless the slab istoo thin ( < 3cm). Unfortunately thisdoes
not work in reality. The S-shaped curve of the real nonisothermal slab of alumina
will notbeunfolded enough toprevent runaway.
8.4. CONCLUSIONS
The physical origin of thermal runaway in microwave heated slabs can be
found byanalysing theisothermalheatingprocess. Itisdemonstrated thatonecannot
explain thephenomenon ofthermal runaway bylooking at thedielectric loss factor.
The hand-waving argument explaining runaway in ceramics is false. The runaway
inceramics iscaused bythe strongly increasing attenuation constant with increasing
temperature. In the case of foodstuffs the relatively small decrease of the phase
constant with increasing temperature causes the runaway (resonance). The
phenomenon of resonance might prevent the runaway when heating isothermal
ceramic slabs.
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Conclusions
theconcept of bistability for anisothermal slab of water
This thesis starts with the analysis of amicrowave heated isothermal slabof
water, takingintoaccountthetemperaturedependenceofthedielectricconstant. The
analysisshowsthatbistability isnotappropriately describedbythetemperaturejump
for asystemfor whichthemicrowavepower isdirectlyproportional totime(Stuerga
etal.'). Itisshownthatthebehavioroftheexperimental curveoftemperature versus
time can be explained from the different time constants present in the nonlinear
system. Itbelongs to aclass ofphenomena known asrelaxation oscillations.
the analysis of thermal runaway in isothermal samples of water
An isothermal slab, cylinder and sphere of water, irradiated from one side,
have been investigated with respect to thermal runaway. It has been demonstrated
numerically as well as theoretically, that in the first approximation the absorbed
power in every object (slab, cylinder, sphere) is independent of the temperature
withintheobject. Thedirect influence of thedielectric loss factor iscanceled bythe
attenuation constant. The runaway phenomenon can only beunderstood by looking
at the behavior of the waves within the sample. The small decrease of the phase
constant with increasing temperature results inoscillating absorption, because of the
interference ofthewaves. Thermalrunaway ispossible if theresonance peak of the
absorption ispreceded byade-interference ofthewavesduring theheating process.
Combined with theheat loss thisproduces an S-shaped response curve steady-state
temperature versus microwave power. This explains the thermal runaway inwhich
aslightchangeofmicrowavepowercausesthetemperaturetoincreaserapidly. Ithas
been demonstrated that this iscorrect for the isothermal slab, cylinder and sphere.
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Thegeometry of theirradiated samplehasnoinfluence onthepresence of runaway.
If resonance is possible, runaway will be there. The better understanding of the
physical origin oftherunaway process, provides rules inrelation to thethicknessof
the object to avoid runaway. Relatively large objects will not be overheated by
runaway, because the amplitude of the oscillating absorption as a function of the
temperature is too small to create (with the heat loss) an S-shaped response curve.
Alsovery small objects willnotbedamaged by runaway, because one needs atleast
one quarter of a wavelength within the object for a standing wave. Stated more
precisely: Anyisothermalobject withcharacteristicdimensionL, irradiated from one
side by microwaves, will never be overheated or damaged by the phenomenon of
thermal runaway ifL is smaller than 7i/(4Aa), where Aa is the difference between
themaximum and theminimumvalueofthephaseconstant a. For water this results
inadimension of about 1cm.
the analysis of thermal runaway innonisothermal samples of water
The study of a nonisothermal slab of water shows that there is a strong
similarity between isothermal and nonisothermal slabs. A plot of the steady-state
temperature atanyposition withintheslab,versus themicrowave power, will bean
S-shaped ormulti S-shaped curve. The main reason for this similarity canbe found
in the specific character of water, where the permittivity decreases by increasing
temperature. Theabsorbed power withintheslabwillbe small athot spots andlarge
at cold spots. The result is an almost constant absorption of the energy over the
whole slab. Only thewavecharacter remains, causing runaway. This smoothingof
the absorbed power is very dominant. Any calculations where the temperature
dependence of the permittivity is omitted, will not only pass the phenomenon of
thermal runaway but itstemperature profiles willdiffer substantially from theones
wherethetemperature dependence has been taken into account. The nonisothermal
cylinder and sphere have not been studied in extension, because the principles of
thermal runaway, developed for the nonisothermal slab, can easily be applied to
objects with other geometry. No other effects in relation to thermal runaway are
expected because of the geometry.
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general conclusions about thermal runaway of foodstuffs infree space
Waterstandsforanexampleoffoodstuffs. Thefoodstuffs, wherethedielectric
constant as a function of temperature is similar to that of water, will behave inthe
sameway aswater. Generalizing and summarizing theprinciples developed above:
Thermal runaway of watery foodstuffs infree space iscaused by the small decrease
ofthephaseconstant with increasing temperature (resonance). Very small and very
largeobjects willnotbeoverheated bytherunaway effect. Analyzing an isothermal
slab is sufficient to develop the principles of runaway. Omitting the temperature
dependence of thepermittivity yieldspoor results.
theanalysis of thermal runaway inanonisothermal slab of alumina
In addition to the analysis of the isothermal microwave heated ceramic slab
by Kriegsmann2 the real nonisothermal slab has been investigated. It has been
demonstrated thattheslabisalmostisothermaluptothe startoftherunaway. During
the runaway the slab is not isothermal. Good approximations of the temperature
profiles for theunstable temperature region havebeenperformed by neglecting the
internal thermal conduction. This illustrates that the small Biot number has no
physical meaning inthisprocess with internal heat generation. Aplot of the steadystatetemperature atanyposition withintheslab,versusthemicrowave power, isan
S-shaped curve. This explains the success of the isothermal approximation in
explaining runaway by theintroduction oftheS-shaped responsecurve. Ontheother
hand one should not rely too much on the values of the steady-state temperatures
generatedbytheisothermalapproximation. Justasfor foodstuffs thedirect influence
of thedielectric lossfactor intheabsorption iscanceled by the attenuation constant.
Also here the physical origin of thermal runaway must be found inside the slab.
Calculations show that the attenuation constant strongly increases with increasing
temperature. This behavior, combined with the heat loss, results in the S-shaped
response curve, and therefore itcouldberegarded asthephysical origin of runaway
in ceramics. This means that one has almost nopossibilities of avoiding runaway
with respect to the thickness of the slab. Only the sintering of very thick slabswill
not be hampered by the runaway process. Theplots of the absorbed power andthe
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heatlossversusthe isothermal slabtemperature almost coincide. The folding of the
S-shaped curve willbeinfluenced by achange of theheatloss or the absorption. It
hasbeenshownthatfor resonance within an isothermal slabthe Swill be unfolded.
In reality (the nonisothermal slab) the S isnot unfolded.
general conclusions aboutthermal runaway of ceramics infree space
Generalizing thedevelopedprinciples: Thermalrunaway ofceramics (withan
dielectric loss factor exponentially increasing with increasing temperature) in free
space iscaused by thestrong increase oftheattenuation constant (skin effect). Only
very thick objects will not be damaged by the runaway effect. Analyzing an
isothermal slabissufficient todevelop theprinciples ofrunaway. The folding of the
Sisvery sensitive tochanges intheheat loss or absorption.
thermalrunaway ofceramicsamples inresonant cavities
The above-mentioned principles have been developed by the analysis of
microwave heated samples in free space with a fixed ambient temperature. In real
experiments the sample is always in a microwave oven or resonant cavity. The
question is:Does thereexistanymeaningful correspondence between the free space
modelandtherunaway phenomena, ashasbeenobserved inovenor cavity? Thisis
especially aproblem with respect to ceramics, where it actually has been reported
that a small increase of the microwave power led to a rapid increase of the
temperature, resulting inamelted sample (Brodwin etal.3,Johnson4).
Themainobjections againstthefree spacemodelarethefollowing. Inacavity
there are noplane waves, moreover, thepower input to the cavity (the sum of the
powerabsorbed inthesampleandthepowerabsorbed inthecavitywalls),istheonly
objectively meaningful power to use in examining whether an S-shaped response
curve of a characteristic sample temperature versus power could explain thermal
runaway (Tian5). In later work, Tian et al.6 found exact solutions of the coupled
electromagnetic and thermal equations for analumina sample that has aloss factor
that increases rapidly with increasing temperature at high temperatures. They
interpreted their calculated results asindicating occurrence of thermal runaway for
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someconditions. They did notplot steady-state temperature versus inputpower, so
the criterion for an S-shaped heating curve was not examined. Jackson et al.7
calculated exact simultaneous solutionsofelectromagnetic andthermalequations for
a cylindrical TM010 mode and alumina samples having loss factors that at high
temperatures increased rapidly with increasing temperature. Response curves for
steady-statetemperatureversusinputpowertothecavitywerecalculated andplotted.
NoS-shaped responsecurvewasfound inthosecalculations.Inlaterwork, extensive
parameter studies wereconducted for heating curves onexact calculations (Jackson
etal.%).Again noevidence for S-shaped response curves and thermal runaway was
found in those studies. On the other hand Kriegsmann9 has demonstrated that the
microwave heating of a sample of alumina in a TE103 waveguide applicator could
result in an S-shaped response curve. The S will be unfolded in case of a tuned
cavity.
In this thesis ithas been demonstrated that the folding or even the existence
of anS-shaped response curvedepends inahighly sensitive way on changes inheat
loss and absorption. For resonance within an isothermal slab in free space the Sis
unfolded. Itisremarkablehow thiscorresponds with theunfolded Sof Kriegsmann
inatuned cavity (i.e. resonance inanempty cavity). In acavity onehas resonance
effects, an additional absorption in the walls, and another ambient temperature,
which will certainly influence the heating response curve. Besides these obvious
itemsoneshouldpay attention toevery detail which could have some impact onthe
response curve (e.g., the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity),
because the system is so sensitive. This could explain the difference between the
resultsof the studies by Tian and Jackson (mainly based onthenumerical analysis
of realistic models) and the rather simplified, analytical approach by Kriegsmann.
thermal runaway of foodstuffs inovens
Theproblem whether theconcept oftheS-shaped response curve isacorrect
explanation of theobserved runaway phenomena, isnot the subject of discussion in
the microwave heating of foodstuffs. It has notbeen reported that a slight increase
ofthemicrowave power causesthetemperature of the foodstuff sample to increase
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rapidly, except for the few experiments (Stuerga10) which have been performed to
create experimental evidence for the correctness of the model with the S-shaped
response curve. One can easily understand why thiskind of runaway has notbeen
reported. Undernormalcircumstancesthetemperatureoftheovenwallishigherthan
the0or 20°C ,whichhavebeen used asambient temperatures inthis thesis. This
means that the steady-state temperatures, belonging to the lower branch of the Sshapedcurve,willonlybefound atvery smallinputpowers. Thesesmallpowersare
normally not used in the food industry. The temperature immediately jumps to a
steady-state temperature of the upper branch. This kind of runaway, where the
transienttemperature increasesrapidlyatacertainmoment,havebeenreported (e.g.,
inpotatoes, Dolanda"). It shows the influence of thephenomenon of resonance, as
described in this thesis. An interesting application of this type of runaway can be
found inthe thawing of ice, where not only thetemperature, but also the thickness
of alayer of water will increase intime(Lee12).
follow-up research
The next step of the investigation as described in this thesis, could be the
analysis of thermal runaway phenomena of ceramic and food samples inovensand
cavities.
final conclusion
Thephysical-mathematical modeling of thethermal runaway effect provides
insight in the physical origin and the formulation of the conditions necessary for
runaway. Based on this better understanding rules to prevent runaway have been
formulated.
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Summary
Themicrowaveheating offoodstuffs andceramicscanbe seriously hampered
by the phenomenon of thermal runaway, which means that the temperature of the
irradiated sample suddenly increases rapidly, resulting ina temperature wellabove
the desired one. The subject of this thesis is the analysis of the thermal runaway
phenomena, which can be described with an S-shaped response curve of a
characteristic sample steady-state temperature versusmicrowavepower. This causes
ajump of the steady-state temperature from the lower to theupper branch of theS
byaslight increaseofthemicrowavepower. Ithasbeen reported inthe microwave
sintering of ceramics that a small increase of the applied power led to a rapid
increase of the temperature. The description with the S-shaped response curve
providesaplausibleexplanationoftheobservedphenomenon, butthereareanumber
of studiesofmicrowaveheated ceramic samples, for which theresponse curvedoes
nothavean S-shape.
Theaimofthisthesisistohaveabetterunderstanding ofthermalrunawayand
bistability, enabling theformulation of rulestoavoid runaway. Themainpartofthis
thesis consists of the physical-mathematical modeling of microwave heated slabs,
cylinders, and spheres. Themodelsdemonstrate thattheresponse curve ofwater (as
anexampleoffoodstuffs) canbeS-shapedandthatthisiscaused bythephenomenon
ofresonance withinthe sample. Thetemperature dependency of thephase constant,
causing resonance, can be regarded as the physical origin of thermal runaway in
foodstuffs, even ifthere isnoS-shapedresponse curve. This means that very small
objects will never be overheated by thermal runaway, because one needs at leasta
characteristicdimensionequaltoaquarter ofawavelength for astanding wave.Also
verylargeobjects willnotbeoverheated, becausetheincreaseoftheabsorbedpower
(dueto resonance) diminishes with increasing thickness of the sample.
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The study of thenonisothermal slab of water shows that the influence of the
temperature dependency of the permittivity cannot be regarded as a second order
phenomenon. Any calculations omitting thetemperature dependency, willnotonly
pass the phenomenon of thermal runaway but its temperature profiles will differ
substantially from the correct ones. This study also analyzes the response curve at
any location within theslab.
The mathematical aspects of the theory, describing a microwave heated
isothermal slab of water with a time dependent microwave power, have been
analyzed. In particular this has been done to formulate a theoretical base for the
correct interpretation of an experimentally established curve reported in literature.
It was shownthat theplotoftransient temperature versus time canbe interpreted as
a relaxation oscillation.
Besides foodstuffs, also ceramics are investigated. The dielectric loss factor
of watery foodstuffs decreases with increasing temperature, in contrast to the loss
factor ofmany ceramic material specimen, which increases strongly with increasing
temperature (e.g. alumina). The absorbed power is proportional to the loss factor
times the square of the amplitude of the electric field. Therefore one could easily
think thatthe strong increase ofthe loss factor isthe cause of runaway inceramics.
However, the study of a microwave heated slab of alumina demonstrates that the
direct influence ofthelossfactor isalwayscanceled bytheattenuationconstant. One
has to consider the waves within the slab to explain the runaway. It turned out that
the strongly increasing attenuation constant with increasing temperature should be
regarded as thephysical origin of thermal runaway of ceramics, even if there isno
S-shaped response curve. The answer on the question whether or not an S-shaped
curve exists, depends on the balance between the absorbed heat and the heat loss.
This investigation shows that the balance is very delicate. A small change in
absorption orheatlosshas astrong impactonthe shape of theresponse curve. This
could explain the contradiction in the results of the studies of thermal runaway in
ceramics, asmentioned inthebeginning of this summary.
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Samenvatting
De microgolf verwarming van levensmiddelen en keramiek kan ernstig
gehinderd wordendoornetverschijnsel "thermal runaway". Hiermeewordtbedoeld
dat de temperatuur van het te verwarmen object plotseling sterk toeneemt tot een
waardeverbovendegewenstetemperatuur. Hetonderwerp vanditproefschrift isde
analyse vanhet verschijnsel thermal runaway, dat beschreven kan worden meteen
S-vormigeresponscurvevande stationaire temperatuur uitgezet tegenhet microgolf
vermogen. Ditbetekentdatdestationairetemperatuur eensprangmaaktvandelage
naar dehogetakvandeSbij eenkleinetoenamevanhetmicrogolf vermogen inhet
relevantegebied. Bij microgolf sinteringvankeramischematerialeniswaargenomen
dateenkleinetoenamevanhettoegepastevermogenleiddetoteensnellestijging van
detemperatuur. Debeschrijving metdeS-vormigerespons curvekaneenverklaring
inhouden van het waargenomen fenomeen, maar er bestaan ook een aantal studies
vanmicrogolf verwarmde keramische objecten, waarvoor de respons curve geenSvorm heeft.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is het ontwikkelen van een beter begrip van
thermalrunaway enbistabiliteit, indehoopdatditleidttotregels,waarmeerunaway
vermedenkanworden. Hethoofdbestanddeel van deze thesis bestaatuit de fysischmathematische modelering van microgolf verwarmde vlakke platen, cilinders en
bollen. De modellen laten zien dat de respons curve van water (een belangrijk
bestanddeel vanlevensmiddelen)S-vormigkanzijn endatditveroorzaakt wordtdoor
resonantie in het object. De temperatuur afhankelijkheid van het golfgetal,
verantwoordelijk voor de resonantie, kan worden aangemerkt als de fysische
oorsprongvanrunaway inlevensmiddelen, zelfsalsergeenS-vormigeresponscurve
is. Ditbetekentdatzeerkleineobjecten nooiteenoverbehandeling zullen ondergaan
ten gevolge van de runaway, omdat er minstens een karakteristieke afmeting ter
grootte van een kwart golflengte nodig isvoor een staande golf. Ook relatief grote
objecten zullen niet oververhit raken, omdat de stijging van het geabsorbeerd
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vermogen (t.g.v. deresonantie) minder is, naar matehet object groter is.
De studie van de niet isotherme vlakkeplaat water toont aan dat de invloed
van de temperatuur afhankelijkheid van de permittiviteit niet als een tweede orde
effect beschouwd mag worden. Iedereberekening, waar detemperatuur afhankelijkheid genegeerd wordt, zalnietalleenhetverschijnsel thermal runaway missen,maar
tevens temperatuur profielen genereren, die substantieel afwijken van de correcte
profielen. Deze studie omvat ook een onderzoek naar de aanwezigheid van een Svormige respons curve voor iederepositie indeplaat.
De wiskundige aspecten vanhet gedrag van een isotherme vlakke plaat, die
verwarmd wordt meteentijdsafhankelijk microgolf vermogen, worden beschreven.
Dit isvooral gedaan omeen theoretische grondslag te formuleren voor de correcte
interpretatie van een experimented verkregen kromme. Aangetoond wordt dat de
grafiek van de temperatuur, uitgezet tegen de tijd, als een relaxatie oscillatie kan
worden gei'nterpreteerd.
Naast levensmiddelen zijn ookkeramischematerialen onderzocht. Dedielektrische verliesfactor van waterachtige levensmiddelen neemt af met toenemende
temperatuur, integenstelling totdeverliesfactor vanvelekeramische materialen, die
sterk toeneemt met toenemende temperatuur (bijv. alumina). Het geabsorbeerd
vermogen isevenredig metdeverliesfactor maalhetkwadraatvande amplitude van
het elektrisch veld. Daarom is de verleiding groot om de sterke toename van de
verliesfactor als oorzaak van thermal runaway inkeramiek aan te merken. Echter,
hetonderzoek aaneen metmicrogolven verwarmde vlakkeplaat alumina toont aan
dat de directe invloed van de verliesfactor altijd teniet gedaan wordt door de
verzwakkingsfactor. Omrunaway teverklaren moetmenhet gedrag van degolven
inhetobject bestuderen. Hetblijkt datdesterketoenamevande verzwakkingsfactor
bij toenemende temperatuur beschouwd moet worden als de fysische oorzaak van
runaway inkeramiek, zelfsbijdeafwezigheid vaneenS-vormige responscurve.Het
antwoord opvraag oferwelofgeenS-vormige krommebestaat, isafhankelijk van
de balans tussen geabsorbeerde warmte enwarmteverlies. Dit onderzoek toontaan
dat die balans zeer gevoelig is. Eenkleine verandering inabsorptie of verlies heeft
grotegevolgen voor devormvanderesponscurve. Ditkaneenverklaring zijnvoor
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de tegenstrijdige onderzoeksresultaten op het terrein van thermal runaway in
keramiek, waaraan inhetbegin vandeze samenvatting gerefereerd wordt.
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